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Population movements and Labor Force in the C3Z
'olfganq Stolper
Introductory Remarks : The Economic Setting
Although the division of Germany .left the Estern and destern
Zones with apparently the same proportions of various types of
activity, the gross aggregative figures hide in fact substantial
differences which lead to the conclusion that the Eastern Zone has
in fact suffered a great deal more than the Western area,
Agri
Indu
Trad
Table I. 1
Per-entage Distribution of Active Population
Area of Federal
Republic
culture, Forestry 17.9 20
stry, Artisans 40.4 46
e and Commerce
Trade, Comerce, Banking,
Insurance
Public and Private Service
Independent without
occupation
by Economic Sector,1939
a) Area of SBZ b)
c)
22
48
17
I,
16 % C)
18 c
12,1%
155""-
Stat. Jahrbuch fMr die Bundesrepublik :.eutachland , 1955 ed. Pog. 109
T. VII. 1
Ibid., Par. 527 T,13. 3 IMZ Dstern ,Zone excluding East Berlin
Recalculated from col. 1 after omitting number of independeht persons
without occupation.
a)
b)
c)
40
13-%
100 %
2The figures indicate that in particular the percentage of the working
population employed in agriculture and in industry (including artisans)
was not essentially different in the two parts of the ountry and that,
if anythingpthe eastern sections which in Germany are referred to as
Central Germany, East Cermany being reserved for the areas now under
Russian and Polish administration were even slightly more industriamp
lized than the 'estern sectors,
This, however, hides essential differences in detail. The raw
material basis of the Eastern zone is essentially lignite, which
itself formed the base for chemicals and powerproduction. The Zone
lacks hard coal which came from Upper Silesia and the Ruhr j it lacks
iron ores and most other minerals. In the industrial structure itself,
light industries predominated- textiles, machine building, - whose
raw material' were imported from abroad (cotton, wool ) or from the
Ruhr and 1ilesia areas. The documentation in detail of these differences
will not be undertaken at this time though it is not a difficult matter.
The division of GOermany and the failure to treat all zones as
an economic unit as originally envisaged meant that both parts at first
lost their customary supplies as well as their traditional markets.
But for a number of reasons this was fairly easily made good for the
area which later became the Federal Republic. Without implying any
judgement as to the relative importance of the factors facilitating
an adjustment in the West, the following factors may be mentioned -
aside from the undoubtedly important fact that the general economic
policy in the 'lest insured that individual initiative did its share.
3(i) Allied policy towards Germany was different from Sovietpolicy
from the beginning, and changed earlier than Soviet policy. In
particular, food and raw materials were pumped into West Germany from
the beginning, even before dismantling and the Morgenthau policy
were officially stopped. Dismantling and reparation payments always
were kept within relatively narrow bounds and were probably never
actual physical limitation on production, whatever the unfortunate
psychological effects of announcements may have been ( and certainly
were)
(ii) The industries missing in the West were mostly light in-
dustries which it was easier to build up if so desired, because the
raw material basis as well as the heavy industry basii was there and
because the immigration of skilled labor and management from the
eastern zone made this possible.
(iii) Because of different German and allied policy, the inte-
gration of west Germany into the world economy was quickly possible.
This means better supplies of raw material and other needed goods as
well as relatively little pressure to build up a full complement of
industries. Any decisions to build up industries which were not present
before the war must be presumed to be voluntary -- though it would of
course be naive to neglect the importance of government help even in
the West,
None of these factors are present in the SBZ, at least not to
the same degree or beginning at as early a date9
(i) Dismantling and reparations played a large role and lasted
4muc longer in the sZ * F-rthermore, there was nothing to correspond to
CARE packages or the larshall plan. In fact some observers believe that
unless some flow of credits from the USSR to East ermany materialises
in the future, the Zone cannot do in the Eastern bloc what is expected
of it - a vague statement to be sure.
(ii) The lack of hard coal, and the customary metal supplies
have made it much harder in the past and continue to make it much harder
to develop Eastern industry than .%estern industry. Interzonal trade is
undoubtedly only a fraction of the prewar level. ForeiLn supplies are
hard to come by.
(iii) The war left both Jest and East Germany with a rather
distorted population pyramid. The mere passage of time since the end
of the war has tended to heal this wound somewhat. But the two areas
have tended to move in opposite directions because of a substantial
easte-west movement which is only in small part offset by a return flow.
This east-west movement has been, particularly in the later years, in the
working age group and among men. This has tended to make the age and
sex distribution of ':estern Germary more normal, but at the expense of
an offsetting deterioration in the SBZ.
Economic planning in the SBZ has had to cope with these difficulties,
which would have existed to some extent even if planning had been
ideally efficient and the regime popular with its own people. In the
latter case it might have lost less people, but then again it might
perhaps have lost them anyway -- there are some indications that it is
not the lack of political popularity of the regime but economic opportunities
in the -lest which have incrassingly attracted migrants. However this
may be popularity of the regime efficiency of planning, and the
methods used to reach efficiency are after all not independent of
each other -- the Five Year Plan and the individual economic plans
after 1950 seem to be directed to a very large degree towards comple-
menting the industrial structure of the zone, to make up for its
missing raw material and heavy industry base, to make up for its
lacking integration into a world trading system and possibly to
prepare it for the coordination of the Five Year Plans of the satellites
with that of the Soviet Union which is said to start Jan. 1, 1956.
It is difficult to say precisely to what extent the emphasis on
heavy industry is also rooted in soviet mythology which gives it a
1)key r8le in the process of industrialization. It is certain that
in the absence of an effective intel-ration of the German Democratic
Republic ( 'DR - in German " DDR" )2) into a greater satellite area,
such a raw material and heavy industry basis had to be created.
This complementing of the industrial structure which when
carried to its extreme sounds almost like an attempt to create autarkic
areas forms one of the basic problems of the GDR. Its fulfillment
1) See for example K.A. Petrosajan, Die sowjetische Ziethode der
Industrialisierung, Berlin 1953 ( Translated from the Russian )
2) DIR L 'eutsche Demokratische Republik includes the SBZ and East Berlin
6requires, however, the successful development of international
exchange at least within the Soviet orbit stecnnical progress can
go just so far to eliminate the need for hard coal for coking and steel
making purposes ( in fact there is a process to make coke for steel
production out of lignite About h times as much " Schwelkoks" is
needed per ton of steel than coke made from hard coal ). The new
integrated talin Steel orks in Ftfrstenberg /Oder ( near Vrankfurt/Oder)
is based on coke from Poland ( Upper Filesia) and iron ore from the
Soviet inion, though its location on the Oder makes the economic use of
Swedish iron ore possible. In addition the fulfillment of all plans
requires the successful mobilization of all available manpower.
The remainder of this paper will be an attempt to assess the
development of manpower in the GDR which probably sets serious limits
to any development plans, because it appears (a) that the total
population though still larger than in 1939 is declining I (b) the
ratio of women to men is unusually large and worsening ; (c) the number
of men and women of working age is not increasing and will probably
decline.
The Population structure
The basis of the followin- figures which unless otherwise stated,
are taken from an anonymous " Donner Bericht" on" Die Bevolkerungsbilans
3) The .- deral Ministry for all German Affairs publishes two series s the
Bonner Terichte aus Nittel- und Ostdeutschland" and the slightly more
technical " aterialien zur tirtschaftslage in der sowjetischen Zone"
The former will from now on be referred to as " Bonner Berichte", the
latter as " Aiaterialien "
7der ,owjetischen B3esatzungs sone 1939 bis 195 " ( Population belanoe
sheet of the Sov. Occupation Zone 1939 - 1954 ) are themselves based
on four sources : for 1939 there is a published population census of
;Iay 17, 1939. For 1946 there is a published census of Oct. 29, 1946.
For 1950 there is a census of Aug. 31, 1950, which was not published
but figures of which leaked through to the 'Jet. The figures for 1954
are based on a figure of the number of persons who were entitled to
vote in a plebiscite in June 1954. itccording to " Neues Deutschland"
of July 3, 1951t, there were 11.9 Mill. persons entitled to vote0 This
,.roup consists of all persons who on June 26, 1954 were 18 years of age
or more, had their permanent residence in the GDR and were not
disfranchised, In addition 0.6 .ill. persons aged 16- 18 had special
permission to vote. 1)
Compared to 1939 , the areas of both the Federal and the
Democratic Republic contain many more inhabitants, mainly because of
the influx of expellees. In fact, Germany within the 1937 borders hiad
in 1939 69.3 .ill* inhabitants, and a maximum of 70.8 Mill. during
1942.
1) " Bevlkerungsbilans ", 1954 ed., pp 5 note 1. A different source
also published by the E.undesministerium fr gesamtdeutsche Fragen,
ives the numbers of those entitled to vote at about half a
million less :
elections 1950 12 325 168
plebiscite, 27- 29 June 1954 12 086 922
elections ,15 Oct. 1954 12 085 380
Federal Ministry for All German Affairs,(" Volkawihlen " 2nd ed.,
Bonn n.d. , p. 64 )
8The estimated populations of the kdaral RepuUlic and the GDR were as
follows
Table II. 1
Estimated Poplations of the Areas of the Federal epublic and the DR
FR (a) OM (b) FR plus GDR
1939 3932) 16 685 55 985
1946 42.6 18 356 3) 60 956
1950 475 1) 18 790 4) 66 290
1954 49.5 17 830 67 330
(a) Stat. Jahrbuch , 1955 ed. p. 30, Table I, 1
(b) For 1939, 1946, 1950 : Stat. Jahrbuch 1955 ed. p. 523, Table A 2
For 195 " Die Bevsikerunrsbilans " p. 29, Table I
All figures include iNast-Derlin
1) inclusive of prisoners of war, civil internees, and transition camps
for displaced persons, but exclusive of foreigners in IRO camps.
2) Calculated from 1939 census for the area of the Federal Republic.
3) Based on population census of 29.10.46. Excludes 133 327 inmates
of camps for prisoners of war, transients , and "' Umsiedler", i.e.
expellees
4) Preliminary result based on census of 31.VIII. 50 ( which has,
however, never been officially published )
5) Refers to area of Jan. 1, 1948 ( There were apparently minor
changes later in the Berlin area, where villages in the .Jestern and
Pastern zones were exchanged against each other )
Ia other words, by 1954, about as many people lived in the new
post-war Germanies as did in the old Reich. "or labor force and future
prospects, however, the considerably changed atge and sex structure is
decisive. To this has to be added the substantial mi(ration which has
occurred from east to mst, and which hod tended to improve matters in the
Test at the expense of a further deterioration in the East.
As far as the "one ( i.e. the GDR excluding of 1ast Berlin) is
concerned, it is estimated that it had in 1954 6.5% less man than in
1939, and 2.4% less men than in 1946. The population increase compared
9to 1939 of about 9.4 %,is entirely due to an increase in the female
population of an estimated 22%. Compared with 1946 the Zone has lost
also 5.4 5 of its female population, Some of these losses are offset
by gains of East Berlin, but other losses consist both of a migration
to the ;est and, apparently at least for the beginning of the period
4)also, an excess of deaths over births.
The migration from east to west is estimated for 1947 and 1945 at
130 000 and 150 000 respectively. Since 1950 more detailed and
presumably also more reliable figures have been assembled by the All
German iiinistry, which make it possible to trace also the movement
from west to east,
Table 11 2 (a)
East- est and .aest-East Mig ation 1950 1954
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
1)Police registra.
tion in the FR and 326 064 273 447 214 445 518 874 285 394
nest Berlin of for-
mer residents of the
SB? and East Berlin
2)Notifications to
Police in Federal 8 893 37 100 25 260 22 094 43 331
Republic of movement
to East Berlin in the
Snz
3)Aet migration into
the Federal Republic
277 171 236 347 189 185 496 780 242 063
(a) Statistics supplied by the 1-rinistry for All German Affairs, in file,
Based on KgU-Stattistic of iarch 1955 (Kampfgruppe gegen Unmenschlichkeit),
monthly flight statistics of the Federal Iinistry for expellees, and
reports of the Ftat.Bundesamt of 26.Jan0 1955.
4) Figures from "revblkerungsbilanz .. " , p.30, Table 25) v. zur Mtflen, 11 Die Pankower Sowjetrepublik und der Deutsche .,esten"a
Rote Weissbt"cher iNoe 10, 1953, p. 52.
10
The net loss of the GDR to the deat during. the five years 1950 - 1954
amounted to 1 441 506 persons, about 8, of the population the GDR had in
1950. Though the peak number of flights during 1953 , the year of the June
uprising, was followed by a ( substantially smaller) increase in the
return flow during 1954, the year of the " New ;ourse" , the loss is
truly staggering, a serious indictment of the regime. On a more pedestrian
plane, the migration after 1950 undoubtedly affected also the most
productive age groups and men to a greater extent than women .(This was
probably different for the earlier years ).
The sex structure of the Zone exclusive of East Berlin has been
estimated as follows:
Table II. 3 (a)
Sex Structure of Population of the SBZ, 1939 1955
Date .111 Female Total
in Iill.
17. V 39 7.42 7.68 15.10
28. X * 46 1) 7.38 9.93 17.31
21.II. 48 2 7.79 10.09 17.88
31.1II. 50 1) 7.65 (7.85)3) 9.95 (9.75)3) 17.60
31.II. 52 4) 7.33 (7.66)3) 9.74 (9.65)3) 17.06 (17.31)3)
30. VI. 53 4) 7.18 (7.51)3) 9.65 (9.5( 16.82 (17.07)3)
1. I * 55 5) 7.03 9.48 16.51
(a) Source: Institut fir Rauxaforschung, Informationen, No. 27 - 29/1954,
dated 2. July 1954, " Die Pevslkerung Mittel- und vest-
Deutschlands bis 1955" by Orfnther Ipsen, p. 409
1) Census data
2) Based on 1946 census
3) The figures in brackets are the officially claimed figures (which,
howeverhave not been published, as far as I know), or the figures
which would result if an average life expectangy of 61.62 years is
assumed for men and of 65.89 years for women.This figure itself
11
(Continuation of Table 11 3 )
derives from figures calculated for the known (?) results of the
census for all of Berlin. ( Ipsen, op.cit.p. 404). Ipsen states
without . hsivergiving a particular reason, that in the 1950
census 200 000 too many boys and 200 000 too few girls are claimed
which distorts also the projections. In addition, 240 000 too
many children of both sexes are claimed between 1952 and 30*VI.53.
( Ipsen ,op.cit. p.401 ). On the other hand, the Central Statistic
Office of the %BZ seems to have reported a decline in both the male
and female population for the first half of 1953 (Ipsen, op.cit. p. 402)
which ( unpublished ? )report appears to be the basis of Ipsen's correc-
tion.
4) Based on 1950 census as corrected and described in note 3)
5) Projected estimate.
To these figures must be added about 530 000 men and 718 000
women living in East berlin.
The migration of persons explains why in the immediate postwar years
as prisoners of war returned, the ratio of women to men tended somewhat
to improve in both parts of Germany; but why it later deteriorated again
in the Zone while it improved in West Germany. 3 efore the war, there were
103.4 women per 100 men in the area of the Zone and 103.5 / 100 in
the area of the Federal Republic. In 1946 the fig-ures were 134.6 and
121.5 respectively. By 1950, the ratio improved in both Germanies to
128.4 and 113.4 respectively. 3ut by 1954 it had again deteriorated for
the Zone to 130.6, while it continued to improve slightly in est Germany
to 112.7 . The ratio of women to men is with about 135.5 100 the same
in East and ..est Berlin. 7 )
.hile the sex structure of a new generation is, of course, apt to
be the same in both parts of Germany, the slower normalization in the East
indicates that for this reason alone population must be expected to
7) " Bev51kerungsbilanz .... " p.33, T. 4.
a
.0
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continue to fall in the last or at least to rise less than in the West.
This alone must create difficulties for production in the East which
suffers even more than the "est from labor shortages. The population
change of the F13Z and of East B3erlin from 1946 to 1954 ( or 1953) is
shown in detail on Tables 11.4 and 11.5.
Analysis of Poula
1.Population as of 1946
2.Changes through migrations:
expellees
prisoners of war
a) flight from the Zone
d) migration into the Zone
3.xcess of births (+) or
deaths (-)
m.Wet change
$.Population as of 1950
6.Chnges through migrations:
a) flight from the Zone
b) excess of births (+) or
deaths (-) and miscell.'
?,Iet Change
8.NPopulation as of 1954
Table i. 4 (a)
tion fhange, 1946 : 1950 : 1954. Zone exclusive of
men
7380
+ 323
+ 550
- 416
- I3I
- 94
+ 320
7700
in 1000's
women
9934
+ 477.
- 1400
- 7
- 104
- 14
9900
2)
- 501.4 - 533.1
- 500
7200
- 500
9400
tovtal
17314
+ 8Wo I)
+ 550
- 816
-5D
- 198
+ 284
17600
-1034,5
+ 16.5
-1018
16582
mn
100
+
+.
in 
women
100
4.14
7.14
5.6
0.6
- 1.3
+ 4.3
100
+ 4.8
- 14.0
- 0.1
- 1.0
- 0.3
o
East nerlin
total
100
+ 4.6
+ 3.2
- 4.7
- 0.3
- 1.1
+ 1.7
100
- 6.5 - 5.4 5.9
+ 0.1
6.5 - 5.1 - 5.8
1) Expellees which may be included in this figure but which later moved to
the West ( see Ipsen, op.cit, p.418) are included with the figures for
flight from the sone.
2) Estimate for 1949/50, based on inmigration statistics for 1946 - 48
3) Includes movement to East Berlin, which has an excess of deaths, and
whose growth must therefore base on migration from the Zone.
(a)Source : " Hevolkerungsbilans .... " p1.46,Table 17
M nll ul-IT-1-Al
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Table TI. 5 ( a)
Analysis of Population movement, 1946 : 1950 : 1952 : 1953 - East Berlin
in 1000 s in ,
male female total male f-male total
1, Population 1946
1. Change through migration:
a) prisoners of war
b) migration to the West
. Liscellaneous
hacess of births (+) or
deaths (-)
N. Iet changes
Pooulation as of 1950
et change
. Population as of 1952
. let change
LO. Population as of 30.VI.53
480 695 1175
+ 361)
- 81.6 2)
+ 91.9
14)
+ 27
507
*114
521
+ 9
530
- 12
683
+ 31
714
+ 4
718
- 31.3
+ 15
1190
+ 45
1235
+ 13
1248
1)
2)
3)
4)
(a)
Concluded from all of Berlin to East Berlin
Includes movement from West Berlin to the area of the Federal Republic
Expellees , inmigration from the Zone, and a correction for the movements
to the West, since West Berlin is included in 2b.
Approximation
Source :"Bevolkerungsbilans ..... " p. 48, Table 19
There seems little doubt that ever after 19h6, there was an excess of
deaths over births in the Zone and that cven as late as the 1950's the
num.:er of births barely exceeded that of deaths; both facts are mostly
though not only a result of the initially very unfavorable sex and age
100 100 100
6.9
7.8
-
+
+ 5.6
105.6
+ 2.8
102.8
+ 1.7
101.7
98.3
+ 4.5'
104a5
0.6
100.6
- 2.7
101.3
+ 3.8
1.03-8
1.1
101.1
14
distribution which migration has made worse for the Zone.
The implications for the labor force are rather serious. In 1939,
the Zone exclusive of East Berlin had 10 776 mill. persons of both
sexes, aged 14 - 64 years, of which slightly over half were wowme By
1946, the number had increased slightly to 11 523 Mill. of which
almost 7 Mill. were women. By 1950, the figures had again increased somev
what to 1 945 Mill., most of the increase appears to have been in the
male labor force through returns of prisoners of war and other inmigrations.
In percentage terms, the figures look as follois :
Table II. 6 (a)
Percentape of population of Zone exclusive
1939
1946
1950
1952
1955
male
71 %
61.7%
62.6%
65.6%
of East Perlin,
female
71.2
70.2 %
70.4 9
69.8 %
68.7 %
aged 14-64 years
total
71.1 %
66.5 %
67,9 %
67.4 %
67.1 %
(a) Source : For 1939, 1946, 1950" IBevolkerungsbilans .... " p.34, T. 6
For 1952 and 1955 calculated from ipsen, op.cit. p. 409,424
Table II. 7 (a)
Percentage of population of East Berlin, in the
male
1939 1 7641 %
1946 2 65.0 %
1950 3) 67,9 %
(a) source : " Bevolkerungsbilans ... " p. 37 T.8
1) all of Berlin
e) 15 - 64 years
3) 14 - 64 years
labor force
female
77.7 %
72.8 %
71,9 %
total
77.0 %
69,5 %
10.2 %
The picture is slightly more normal for East Berlin, as Table
II.7 indicates. But this improvement is obviously not sufficient to
change the conclusions (a) that the potential labor force 8 ontains
relatively fewer people compared to the total population, while the
percentage of both the young ad the old is higher -than it was before
the war (b) that the ratio of women to men in the potential labor
force is unusually unfavorable, which has obvious implications for the
efficiency of an industrialization program which relies heavily on
heavy industries S(c) that even such improvement in the structure of
the population as has taken place is accompanied by a probable decline
and certainly not an increase in the potential labor force because the
older age groups within the potential labor force are relatively more
numerous than they used to be0
The changed sex and age distribution has an effect on the efficiency
of the labor force as has the fact that numerous persons suffer from the
effects of the war. Ipsen has made an attempt to recalculate the labor
force in terms of a standard, defined as the physical working ability of
a man between the ages 20 - 24 ( VAK Vollarbeitskraft ). To quote Ipsen:
On the area of the later GDR ( i.e. the Zone plus East Berlin),
there were in 1939 8.6 ill. VAK. The labor value index ( i.e.
the ratio of VAK to labor force ) surpassed with 0.719 the German
and *est German average of 0.709 substantially, thanks to a
favorable age distribution. Until 1946 population increased by
1.8 mill., but the labor potential was with 8.61 till. VAX
unchanged : The increase was a burden, not a benefit. Even at its
most favorable moment at the end of 1948 it was with 8.9 1in.
VAK only slightly higher. Since 1949 the labor potential has
declined ; already 1951 it fell below prewar ; at the beginning 9
of 1953 it was 8.22 and at the beginning of 1955 it was 8 jiAKvaK
8) The term" potential labor force" is used to cover men 14 65 years of
age and women 15 - 64 years of age.
9) Ipsen, op.cit.p. 425
16
The details of calculation are not given by Ipsen. With all Skepticism,
however, one naturally -ast have, it seems legitimate to conclude that
inrease a in numbers do not necessarily mean an increase in " labor
output", and that population development set serious limits to attempts
at increasing outputs. Further detai3s about total population, age
distribution etc. will be found in the various publications quoted
in
Employentand Labor Force
If the population figures are correct, it follows that any increase
in output can come about only either if the actual ( as distinguished
from the potential ) labor force is increased by working longer hours,
by using a higher percentage of women and young persons and of other
persons not normally in the active labor force, or by increasing the
productivity of labor. The latter could be done by technical progress$
improved capital equipment or better organization of the production
process. A final possibility consists in an improved organization of the
labor market so that even frieticnal unemployment is minimized.
All methods are used in the DDR. In his talk about the Five Year Plans
ulbricht stated as the aim of the plan, to increase the proportion of
women in the labor force to 42 % by 1955, the last year of the Five Year
Plan, compared to 37 % in 1950. The percentage of women in the labor force
is given as follows :
17
Table III. 1 (a)
Percentage of women in the actual Labor Force
1939 36.7 %
196 44.9 %
1948 41 %
1950 t 37 %
1952 t 37 %
1955 42 % (plan)
(a) 1939, 1946, 1948 and 1952 : B3.Gleitze , !as Problem der
gespaltenen 'irtschaft Deutschlands ". Wirtschaftswiss. - Institut
der Gewerkschaften, Mitteilungen VII, No. 2/3 , Feb. iarch 1954
( to be quoted as WI ) p. 2 9, based in part on the estimates of the
Deutsches Institut ffr '-irtschaftsforschung ( DIW) (%hBerlin).
1950 and 1955 , Ulbricht, Der Ftrnfjahrplan u.d. Perspektiven der
Volkwirtschaft, ietz Verlag, Berlin 1950, p. 51.
To qvote Ulbricht at length :
" The total number of employed in 1955 must rise to 113.3% of
1950, i.e. 890 000 more persons must be active in the econener 3
of these 48 000 in industry , 230 000 in construction and
25 000 in Transport. The share of technical personell must, however,
rise faster than the number of production workers, namely by 26.5 %.
Compared to 1950, the percentage of female labor in the economy
as a whole must rise from 37b, to 42% , and in the nationalized
industry from 33.3 to 42 %. It is therefore necessary to overcome the
reactionary views which a few factory directors hold against
the employment of female labor. This is particularly true in the
Reichabahn, where the share of female labor in only 6 %. In order
to increase the number of skilled female labol, the number of
women apprentices will be increased to 48%
This statement implies that in 1950, total employment 2) must have
been about 6 691 000 of which about 2 476 000 were women. The employment
in 1955 was originally planned to be about 7 781 mllion, of which
1) Ulbricht , op cit. p. 51
2) This concept is obviously not directly comparable with prewar estimates.
An attempt to reconcile postwar and prewar usages of this term is
made below.
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3.268 million were to be omsn. This means that about 792 000 of the
planned increase of 880 000 were expected to be iomen. This is almost 88% 1
A revision of the Five Year Plan, however, reduced the planned employment
by 1955 to 7.1 million, and the share of women to 39%3. Even this more
modest proposal envisages an increase in employment by 410 000 persons
of which 293 000 or about 3/4 are to be omun.
These figures indicate that the chief increase in employment to
produce the increased planned production is to come from the thus far
underused " reservoir of female labor. In addition, average productivity
is to rise by 60%h) between 1951 and 1955. This obviously requires the
much greater increase of female labor in industry proper, as indicated by the
figures quoted for nationalised industry - which includes all heavy and
most other industries proper.
The absorption of so mary additional women into the labor process
is a revolution of age old habits uhich cannot be expected to go smoothly.
In the communist system, everyone physically able to work is obviously
to be integrated into the planned production process even if he would not
voluntarily go on the labor market if a Wvestern context prevailed. This
requires " social" measures such as the cutting of social security paymznt
to force women, older people, and disabled on the labor market. It also
requires organisation of collective kitchens, works-kindergardens etc. This
has to be remembered in interpreting unemployment figures to be given
presently.
3) Ostchronik ,See K No 5 Blatt 7, Refers to esetzblatt der DDR, 1951, p. 973
4) Ulbricht, op.cit. p.24
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Such unemployment figures as have become known must be treated
with caution, since they obviously do not mean what they would mean
in the i)est. For example, according to " Die Arbeit", thore were on
eptember 30, 1949 altogether 768 857 unezoployed of both sexs0, of whom
however, 445 922 did not look for work. Moreover, of these -h5 922
persons, only 38 034 were completely able to work, and 344 676 of those
were women. Only 3 358 men able to -fork did not look for it S An additional
97 886 were partially disabled, again most of them - 84 961 - women,
In addition to the figures mentioned, there were on the same date 2 892 556
persons classified as temporarily freed from the obligation to work. Again,
almost 2.1/2 million were women, Even among those listed as able to work
and looking for work, 80% were women, Only with partially disabled
unemployed looking for work are men in the majority The inference that they
were veterans suggests itself0
The high percentage of wonen in the largest category of unemployed
fully able to but not looking for work suggests that they are primarily
housewives and in general persona receiving social security payments and
pensions of various types. High unemployment figures may mean therefore
only in part a failure of the planning mechanism* To the extent to which
plans were constantly shifted this too must have occurred and at times cannot
have been inconsiderable. Seasonal factors may affect the figures which
have become known and so may frictional factors. However the figures my
reflect a success of driving people on to the labor market by cutting their
social security payments, which in itself may be due to the necessity
5) As quoted by Gleitze ,WWI, p.30
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of saving male labor and to the pressure emanating from a lack of an
adequate supply of male labor. At the same time it is clear that ths Id nd
of labor is apt to be unskilled and therefore more difficult to absorb
quickly.
Gleitse gives the following table for the number of persons looking
for employment in March 1953, without however giving an ultimate official
East German source.
Table III. 2 (a)
Persons registered as looking for employment; March 1953, aSZ
in 1000
Fully able to work 302.4 36
Partially able to work 187.6 22
Youth up to 18 years 60.8 7
Persons working less than 24
hours per week 161.5 )
other unemployed 130.0 )
842.3 100
(a) oleitsev -I, op.cit. p. 31
on the basis of the 1949 figure it is likely that of the first
category about 80%, and of the second category about 40% are women. Gleitse
therefore counts only 55 000 of the 842.3 thousands given in Table III. 2
as truly unemployed by western standards. This figure would be somewhat
reduced when seasonal factors are allowed for. 6 ) If the labor force in
1953 is assumed to be around 7.Mill., unemployment would be around 8%.
If only the unemployed fully able to work plus the youth below 18 years of
6) Gleitie, WWI, p. 31
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are coming onto the labor market are counted, unemployment would be
361.2 thousands, or a little over 5%0 Gleitze states that the unemployment
of young labor in the face of an obvious need for it was due to the pressure
which in early 1953 was put on high output - a pressure which erupted on
the 17. June - and which induced work managers to attempt to get the more
experienced older workers. This suggests that the unemployment of young
workers was rather unique to the period for which the data are given. The
unemployment rate of 5% is about the frictional unemployment of an inefficiently
run, or of an extremely dynamic economy. Intended rapid changes plus
inefficiency may be as good an explanation for the figures as can be found.
The figures given permit thus of two tentative concludions
First , unemployment is largely of a frictional nature peculiar to the
0 East 'erman economy. Pressure is put on persons which in the West would not
normally be in the labor market to enter that market.
Their absorption in industry is a matter of time. In the Nest the
need for additional labor would have raised wages substantially and
induced the flow of labor into the jobs waiting for them. In East Germany*
wages cannot be raised easily beyond what is planned. The method of enlarging
the labor market is a push, not a pull; the person enters the labor market
before the job is apparently there. N1evertheless, there is no reason to.
doubt that the new labor will eventually be absorbed in industry. In the
meantime they were apparently " induced to find work in the agricultural
production cooperatives as harvest workers. Such short term labor does not
give rise to unemployment compensation, Thus the right to a higher social
security payment is changed into a lower aelfare payment after a means
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7)
test", i.e. the "social" cost is cut by transferring labor from rent
receivers to workers.
Secondly, however, it is clear that the increase in effective labor
which comes from the absorption of unemployment cannot be proportional to
the numbers listed as unemployed0 22% of the persons listed as unemployed
in March 1953 were partially disabled ; another 19% were already, employed
less than 24 hours a week. Since this group probably also includes partially
disabled persons who cannot be expected to work a full 48 hours a week
( or more ?),and since all of them, whether partially disabled or not, work
some time anyway, the increase in manhours must be substantially smaller
than any increase in men employed. This may be offset in part ( ,or wholly)
by the more efficient use of those now reported as fully employed who
nevertheless just stand around part of the time because of an uneven flow
of raw materials or for some other faults of planning.
It is in fact not possible to make complete sense of the unemployment
estimates for the East which are presented in the West, or to reconcile
them with hat is known of the figures for recipients of unemployment and
other social security payments. The available figures are collected in the
tables III.3 and III..
Inspite of the rather enormous differences between the unemployment figures
estimated in the West and the number of recipients of unemployment
insurance, there is at least one oommon tendency of the figures : with
few exceptions, -the number of female unemployed is higher, frequently
at least twice as high, than the number of male unemployed. Only the f-igures
7) Gleitze, WI, p.31
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Table III. 3 ( cont...)
1) Bonner Berichte, ' Bilans der Arbeitskr~fte "Po 14, 37, 38, 39
2) DIW, Kampendium, VII.b.3
3) Bonner Bericthte " inkeInnsstruktur und Lebeashaltung v p. 11;
" Die 1945 - 1954I" dusmo, p. 370
4) Unemployed receiving-Unemloyment Insurance Payments only, Bonner
Berithte -iDie ,.Ihtliche- und sosial3 Lago der Arbeitnehmer ... " p. 1395) Estimate, DIMW, Vw 199 No.2, p. 161
6) aleitse , wwI, 1954, 2/3 , p.31
7) Statistis ches Jahrbuch, 1954 ed. Pag. 540 (This table was dropped in
the 1955 ed.)
8) Recipients of Welfare PayMents, IAutwein, Die sosialen Leistung
in der Sowjetischen Besatsungasone (Bonner Bericht ). The figure
actually overstates the mnmer of unemployed. It does include
persons who have received unemployment insurance for 26 weeks, are
still unemployed even though they have tried to find work, But it
also includes men over 65 years and women over 60 years of age Wbo
have neither another inome not relatives obliged to mainteing sad
a few other groups like disabled persons and women who cannot work for
one reason or another ( See a letter of Dr. Leimbach dated II.1.1956
in the files )
only persons completely or partially ab2e to work
b) OnLy persons completely or partially able to work, and young people
below 18 years of age
b) Includes also, besides group b) persons working less than 24 hours
a week and " other unemployed" (See Gleitse, WrXI, p. 31
$
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Table III. 4
Estimated Une m nt, Soviet 20e without East Berlin (a)
Units t 1000 persona
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48
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67
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107
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107
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58
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123
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57
67
48
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116
231
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220
260
183
165
385
301
182
208
230
131
107
122
137
106
158
210
390
325
325
399
263
235
(a) Source : Materialien %'Lange, " ilans der Arbeits
Besatsungssoneff, p. 14A5
This source refers to publications of the
Sosialfftrorge"
rffte und Arbeitstrktlage in der Sowjetiachen
sovietional " Vervaltung ffr Arbeit und
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March
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March
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given for the end of 1947 and for march 1948 indicate a slightly higher
unemployment among men than among women. The last available figure for
female unemployment payment recipients is even more than ten times the number
of male recipients. This alone suggests that East German unemployment
is not quite what would be understood by the terms in the West.
For the rest, the order of magnitude of Western estimates is about
ten times the Eastern figure ( as reported by the Bonner Berichte), and
the two sets of figures do not even move parallelo This is basically due
to the definition of who is unemployed t
" Unemployed do not receive payments if they live with relatives who
are able and obliged to support them* Furthermore, no unemployed is en-
titled to payments if he refuses work or if he has lost his previous job
through his own fault. This limits the group of those entitled to receive
payments very much indeed ...... The number of the unemployed which
might be comparable to the figure published in the Federal Republic is
kept strictly secret in the Soviet zone. Figures published in the
Federal Republic probably overestimate the extent of unemployment.
Considering the heavy loss of labor through the stream of perqons
fleeing the Zone during the past years and the nevertheless increasirg
number of employed in the Zone, the number of unemployed hardly
reaches the million mark. It probably ig about 200 000 in summer
and about twice that number in winter" )
With about 7 million employed, 200 000 unemployed would be about 3% and
400 000 twice as much, not an excessive figure by Western standards.
Of the estimates given in Table 111.3 ,only the unemployment figures
for the years 1951 - 1953 substantially exceed this low figure. Considering
the fact that the revolt of June 17, 1953 had been smoldering and was
linked not only to increased norms but also to falling consumption standard,
a substantial increase in the number of unemployed is not unlikely 3 i.e.
the number of persons who were without a job,did not receive unemployment
8) Gerhard Hass and Alfred Leutwein " Die rechtliche und soziale Lage der
Arbeitnehmer in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone " Bonn 1954, p. 119
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insurance., and did not receive other payments may well have increased
substantially during this period, 9)
It is also extraordinarily difficult to find quantitative confirma-
tion for the assertion frequently found and repeated above, that the social
security system is used to push people onto the labor market. Virtually the
whole working population has to contribute to social insurance, and in
addition to the breadwinner, the other members of his family as well as
social security payment receivers are covered. Only a husband or a wife
working for the spouse without pay need not be insured ( though he or she
is covered )g and this is true also for casual workers, the clergy and all
independent persons employing more then 5 persons. By the middle of 1953
the number of insured persons was 114 Millo which does not include
covered members of families. The comparable figure for the middle of 1946
was 6.5 million persons.10 )
Now there is evidence that the sonal social security offices them-
selves were not quite clear how many insured persons there were, or how many
were entitled to payments. This follows from the reforms in the reporting
procedure which were introduced in 1954.1)
Table III.5 gives the number of insured persons 1946 to 1953, with
separate information on the number of inoapendent employed, and on women,
However, as of XII.31.52, the helping members of families appear to have been
doubly counted both among employees and among independents. This probably
explains to a large extent the increase of 900 000 employees insured from
the end of 1951 to the end of 1952.In any case, Soviet zone authorities
9 see- also the reasons for Me unemployment of young -peoplegiven above p. 21
10) Based on A.Leutwein, Die sosialen Leistungen in der Sowjetischen Besatzungssone,
Bonner Berichte, Bonn 1955, p. 17
11) See Leutwein, op.cit. p.19
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Table III. 5 ( cant...)
unaber of nsured .96 - 1953, by sex and e!plopent statsa
31.mIl.'52
of *Loh
31 emnI '53
of which
Employees
Independents(including
family members)
other insured
Persons entitled to be
insured
5573451
1163307
2770877
1196483
1983710
486829
1544362
1027841
5572125
1201626
2799506
1333490
1996652
262024
1557857
6534247 2 2584890 2)
2078598 2) 613U55 2)
2865213 1597552
11636113) 1057404 3)
6764752 2) 2679570 2)
165591 2) 527681 2)
2936981 1573551
860874 4) 786777 4)
4842742 10906147? 4994088 12641669 5853301. 122185t8 5567579
Notes As of II.31.1952, the figure for
fault Aess of the KI - reports
employees is of dubious value because of the obvious
2) Pumber of Insired based on census of planUt (Betriebserebung) of VI.30.1952, chansed on the basis
of K-1 reports. The figures for family amber belp$g are probably contained In the category
"employees" and " independente inclnding ears helping It
3) WVthout persons voluntarI7 insured- 8040 4010"
4) After partial re-incorporation of the totuntily insured persons.
N
3 f.n *50
of which of which
10702118
U
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believe themselves that such a double accounting occurred, and also that
as a result of the factory census of 1952 persons who were supposed to have
been insured but had not been insured thus far, were finally insured.1 2 )
On the other hand there is evidence that too many persons had been
registered as employed in 1948 and thatstis error continued in the statis-
tics through the years.12)
The figures of Table 111.5 do not show any pressure to enter the
labor market for the obvious reason that it gives the number of persons
covered by insurance, rather than the number receiving payments. It shows
in all categories except the last one a steady increase. Voluntary insurance
was apparently cut after it became a loss enterprise, one of the grievances
leading to the June 53 revolt, and rights were later restored,13
The real pressure between 1952 and 1953 appears to have c from
the revision of payments for disabled persons. No details are avail*bl*, but
after a continuous rise of full rent receivers A4) from 1 834 546 at the
beginning of 1949 to 2 785 503 as of 1.1.1952, and of half-rent receivers
from 114 325 to 212 952 during the same period, the number of full rent
receivers fell by more than 500 000 to 2 274 536 as of 1.1.53, while that
of half-rent receivers rose only by about 4 300 to 217 291. No detailed
figures are given, but it is known that this fall must be at least in part
due to a revision of the pension payments to disabled persons who were
subjected to a second medical examination to redetermine their eligibility.
There was a decline of full rents for disabled persons from 571 658 as of
12) Based on Leutwein, op.cit.p. 18/19
13) Leutwein, op.cit. p. 21
14) Figures refer to rents for disabled persons, widows, half and full orphans
and old age pensions
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1.1.53 to 524 076 as of 1.1.54, while .n other rent categories increased.15)
It seems not worth while to pursue this line of statistical investi-
gation further since the figures are evidently too elusive. The following
conclusions: seem to be permissible : There has been some increase in the
working part of the labor force inspite of the failure of the potential
labor force to increase. Unemployment has most of the time been kept within
frictional limits -which can be accounted for by friction of a not too
efficient system. The number of women, old people and invalids forced into
the work process must have increased, partially by draconic measures.
This mst imply something about productivity and must be a drag on the
fulfillment of the plans.
The following are attempts to build up population balance sheets
from known sources to gauge the possibilities of enlarging the labor
force, and also to check the consistency of the figures.
15) Leutwein, op.cit. p. 129/130.
An other statement of Leutwein cannot entirely be verified by figures
given by him : " Rents for widows have increSsed by about 10% from
1949 to 1953 ; since 1950 the total amounts paid have remained virtually
the sane 1 (op.cit. p.63 ) Full rents for widows 1.I.49 : 347 708
1.1.50 : 370 891 ; 1..53 : 380 883 ; 1.1.54 t 386 347 ;
average rithl payment : 1.I.49 : 17 o43 000 DV East ; Dec. 1949 s
19 620 000 DM/ East ; Dec. 52 t 23 607 000 1M/ East ; Dec. 53 :
25 448 00 24/ East. The orders of magnitude appear to be the same.
It may nevertheless be true that " The curve of rents for widows ought
to move parallel with that for old age payments, but all widows
who can work at all are pressed into work. The startling reduction
in the number of rents for half orphans , particularly compared
to 1950, is the result of drastic cuts ' ( op*cit, p.63 )
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Table III. 6
Balance sheet of the Po ulation and Labor Force 49
in Mill.
1) Total Population 17.89 1)
a) of which men 75 1)
b) of which women 10.04 1)
2) Aged 14 - 65 5 2)
a) of which men 5.42 2)
b) of which women 7.03 2)
3) Persons who have to re ister ID:5 3)
a) of which nan 5.14 3)
b) of which women 5.46 3)
i) Employed 7.5 4)
a) of which man M"18 4)
b) of which women 3.07 4)
5) Unemployed UO.7 5)
a) of which men 012 5)
b) of which women 0.19 5)
6) Not on the labor market 2,5 6)
a) of which women 2.20
1) Bilans der Arbeitskrlfte ..... , 3onn, nod. probable 1951, Table 3,
p. 26/7, row 1
2) Ibid , row 2
3) Ibid, row 4 . There exist actually two differing estimates for this
figure. One, based on 1946 data, has not been chosen. The figure
chosen Is based on a census enquiry of die Sowjetsonal Vervaltung
ftIr Arbeit und SosialfUreorge.
4) Ibid. col. 10, see comment to 3). This is " employment" as this term
is used in the West
5) Ibid, row 12
6) Ibid , row 14, see comment to 3)
The persons who have to register consist of the age groups 14 65
for men, 15 50 for women, plus all those men over 65 and women over 50
16)years of age who are employed. Since 2.2 Mill0 of the persons not on the
labor market are women, it is likely that this group consists mostly of
married women or female heads of household. This is supported indirectl
3) Bilanz der Arbeitskrlfte p...  6/7. This source contains a misprint,
stating as it does at first that all women 15 - 65 have to register, but
then continuing to mention women over 50 who are employed.( kisprint
confirmed by D.Leimba ch, letter in file )
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by the fact that 5.14 111. men had to register, or 120 000 more than are
in the age group 14 - 65 ; while only 5.46 Mill0 women had to register, ie.
1.57 Mill. less than in the' age group 14 - 65. This would give between
3.7 and 3.8 ill. housewives who are not working.
-Another check is provided by alternatively building up the population
balance for insurance and other statistics.
Table III. 7
Check of Population Balance Sheet 1949
in ill.
1) Employed ( 1950) 6.18 1)
2) Receivers of Social Security
payments without work 2.45 2)
3) officially admitted unemployed 0.02 3) ( 0.06 4) )
4) Other unemployed 0.40 5) ( 0.38 6) )
5) Students 0.05 7) ( )
6) subtotal ( 9.12 )
7) Persons 14 -65 12.05
8) less *'omen aged 14- 15 0i12 8)
9) Subtotal
6) Accounted for 9.10
10) Unaccounted for f.3
1) This figure is implied in the plan figures for' 1955 as given by Statisti-
ache Praxis 1951, Kartiblatt 11. It obviously uses an eastern concept
of employment ( See below, p )
2) Leutwein, 1ozialen teistungen, p. 124. Figure refers to 31. XI.48.
Includes recipients of s disability, widow, orphans, accident,
miners' rents, and war rents, pensions, ard payments to victims of
fascism.
3) Leutwein, op. cit.p. 156, Ficure refers to 31. .XII 48
h) Alternative if figure for 30.VI.49 is taoken
.5) Figure is used for velfare payment recipients. 31.ixII.48, Ibid p.1560
see, however, comment in footnote 3) Table 1II13
6) same, but for 30.VI.49, Ibid 156.
7) Leut wein. p. 116 and 114
8) Kompendium TableI.h. Figure refers to Oct. 1946. Ultimate source :
Stat. Praxis, 1946 to. 6
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This buildup leaves 2.83 Mill. persons unaccounted for. This by
accident is a figure which is quite close to that of Table II.6, row 6,
though it actually should be compared to the 3.7 -3.8 Mill. mentioned in
the text.
of the 6.18 Mill, employed in 1950, 37% or 2.29 were women. In 1946
there were 4.524 Mill. married women and another 1.437 Mill. women who were
either widowed, divorced or separated0 1 7 ) There were altogether 6.91 Mill.
women aged 15 65 years. of these 6.91 2.29 4 .62 Mill, were employed.
1.35 Mill. women received scca.al security payments, and are thus already
accounted for in the build up of Table III.7, row 2. This leaves 3.22 Mill.
women aged 15 - 65 who are neiter working nor recipients of social security
payments ; this could be a group of housewives who do not work, are married,
have small children, and for any of these reasons do not come on the labor
market, The figure seems not unreasonable, since there were 4.164 Mill. married
women under 65 years of age.
This leaves about 550 000 other persons to be accounted for, This
could easily be a group of men who are not eligible for social security
payment for political reasons. More probably they are also women who are
married, since the 1.35 Mill. women receiving rents include widows and old
people.
17) Source : Stat. Praxis, 1948 No. 6. It is unfortunate that apparently
all detailed population statistics refer to 1946. However, the order of
magnitude - and this is al that matters here - is unlikely to have
changed very much in the short span between 1946 and 1949
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By 1954 the picture has changed as follows :
Table III. 8
Population Balance Sheet 1954 (.in Mill.)
1. Total Population 17.830 1) 5. No. of non working rent receivers 2.859 4)
a) of which E.Berlin 1.248 1)
2. Ared 14 - 64 12*200 2) 6. Oficially admitted 
unemployed .024 5)
7. Jelfare payment recipients .219
3. Employed 7.030 3
8. Students .050 7
4. To be accounted for 5.170
9 ........... 3.152 9. Total of 5 - 8 3.152
10. Unaccounted for 2.018
1) See " Bevtlkerungabilanz ", p. 29
2) 67% of the population of the Zone, 70% of the population of
East Berlin. See Bev5lkerungsbilans Table, p. 12
3) Based on talk by Leuschner to the Volkskammer, in which he
reported 71 000 more employment in 1955 than in 1954.
TULliche Rundschau 21.V.55
4) Leutwein, op.cit. p.125
5) Leutwein, op.cit. p.156
6) Leutwein, op.cit. p.l56. J3ut see comment footnote 8) Table 111.3
7) Lautwein, opocit. p.114, 116
Comparison of Tables III.7 and III.8 shows the following results.
Employment has risen by about 840 000 from 49/50 to 1954. Total population
has slightly decreased at the same time, perhaps by about 60 000, At the same
t:me however the age group 14 - 65 has increased by about 200 000, while the
number of non-working rent receivers has increased by 400 000. The increase in
employment has come partly from a fall tn unemployment from about 420 000 to
240 000, but most of all from the reduction of the number of unaccounted
persons. In form of a " sources and uses " balance the picture looks as follows :
Table III. 9
" Sources and Uses" of Population Change , 19L9 -- 5
" Sources" of increased labor
increase in age group 114 - 64 200 000
decrease in ' nemploymentincl.
welfare recipients 180 000
decrease in number of non-
working unaccounted for
persons (housewives etc.) 760 000
total
difference still to be
accounted for
1 140 000
100 000
"Uses" of increased labor
Increase in employment 840 000
Increase in rent receivers 400 000
1 240 000
1 2W0
The difference of 100 000 is easily accounted for by the fact that the
number of fall old age pension receivers has increased from 816 842 as
of lI.1950 to 1 088 303 as of 1.1.1954, i.e. by 271 461, while that of
half rents has remained virtually constant ( 11 255 and iU 280 respectively),
though it is not possible to say how many of the rent recipients did not
work, The decrease in the number of unaccounted persons of about 760 000
is considerable, and verifies the pressure which is reportedly put on house-
wives and mothers of small children to enter the labor market, a pressure that
could not be verified by looking at the number of cent recipients alone,
IV
The Labor Force by Major Sectors of the Economy
In the following pages I shall try to build up a statistical picture
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of the la oor force by industrial groups to trace changes in the structure
of the economy, give a picture of the sources of failure to draw people
into the desired chanes, and see later to whet stest the pLeba derived
from the labor force is consistent with that to be derived from proietdon
statistics.
The first few pages of this section present the available material
as it is. It will be seen that in order to make the post- and the prewar
data comparable, considerable adjustmentsin the figures have to be made.
This will be done and justified in the second part of this section.
1. The existing data
Table IV.l gives the existing employment statistics for the major
sectors of the economy. The available detail increases in time. In 1947
we can account only for about 4.5 million employed. The transport sector
is missing, but even with 500 000 employed there, total employment would be
only between 5 and 5.1/4 million, depending on what estimate for industrial
employment is taken. By 1950, the first year of the Five Year Plan, 6.18 million
persons were absorbed in the labor process according to official accounts. 7be
big increase was in the industrial employment : 800 000 to 1.2 million,
depending on the estimate chosen for 1947 * No figure is given for agriculturep
but it is not likely that employment there was less than 2 - 2.1 million
A small decrease in construction employment is shown of about 150 000, not
enough' certainly to account for the increase in the industrial sector. The increase
in total employment must have com from the population previously inactive.
Since 1950 there has been a steady increase in total employment, with
the big jumps occurring between 1952 and 1954,. The rise Vrom 1954 to 1955 was
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Table IV. 1
Emploment t Eoon c a seotoi In millions
Y) 96 1947 194 194 195 m U ,95a%
1.1us 3) 2.3W 20,3 2.*5A1 2.62' 2.69" 2 5J
Agriculture 1.70b) 1.7 2 . 3 8ll) 2.18 3) 2.010) 2.121) 2.3 1)
Puilding 0.h 0.46 3) 0.326) 0*3378) 0.35I o.364 0425
Public and Pri-d) 4)
vate services 1.02 1.79 1.151 0.70 k)0.88l 0925
Transport 1.27) 1.1911) 0.51) 0.5657 ) 0.58
Total(accounted 1
for, or total 6) 8) 1)
separately given 7*68f) 8.14 (.87 6.18 6.2 6.34 7.03 71 6)(4.9 7.
x) Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1955 ed. p.528. Figures refer to the Soviet Zone onlyexclusive of East Berlin
a) For 1939 and 1946 : Industry and artisans. Artisans are probably included also in later years
b) Agriculture and forestry
d) For 1939 and 1946 : including domestic service
e) For 1939 and 1946 : Trade and Commuanications, Thereafter" Verkehr", i.e. probably transport and ncmunications
f) In 1939 exclusive of members of the armed forces and the labor services
*) Figures refer to the Soviet Zone only, exclusive of East Berlin
y) Recalculated to be comparable with post-1950 figures. See text for details and tables 3 and 4
1) Die !BZ 1945 - 1954 (mimeo, Auswfrtiges Amt) p. 369, also SBZ Archiv, 20.vI.53, p. 188
2) Materialien .... Die Bilans der Arbeitskrfffte , p. 32
3) rtihdg, VsW'I 1908, 1. p. 18
4) Calculated as difference from " Handel, Verkehr und Dienste" - "Handel, Verkehr", Vs-J, 1948. 1. p. 18
5) VSW 1955. 2. p.1 61
6) Plan ftfr 1955, Statistische Praxis 1951, Karteiblatt No. 11. Revised. Originally 7.6 miion planned
7) Neues Deutschland, Febr. 13. 1954
8) Statistische Praxis 1952. 3 " Volkswirtschaftsplan 1952"
9) Tifgliche RundschauMarch 21, 1955, Speech of Leuschner before the Volkskamer. 71 000 more in1955 than in 1954
10) Geitse, VsW 1950. 1, p.37 and Bonner Berichte, " Einkommenestrukture .... " p. 32
U) Beihefte fMr Erdkunde, Karteiblatt ,(from Archiv Friesdorf, in file )Based on 1946 Census
12) Only employees, selfemployed or employers ( i.e. agriculture ?) VsW 1955. 2 p.1 6li Beginning 1954
exclusive afC
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very small, certainly less than 100 000. The official claim is 71 000.
Unfortunately, there is no official detail available. It seems likely
that employment in no sector actually decreased, The biggest increase is
accounted for in the industrial sector, as it is to be expected a from
2.34 million in 1950 to a planned ( and probably reached) 2.78 or 2.8 million
in 1955, or about 450 000. Perhaps an additional 200 000 persons went into
agriculture, about 100 000 into construction. Another 100 000 persons appear
to have gone into Public and Private Services. This leaves the Transport sector
virtually unchanged, which seems likely from what is otherwise known,
About 200 000 persons have probably come from unemployment. This
appears as a minimum estimate : At the end of 1949 the official East German
figures for persons receiving unemployment and welfare payments was 411 000.
By the end of 1953 it had declined to 242 000. Other estimates for 1954 run
as low as 100 000, and no estimate for 1950 runs higher than 411 000. As
a maximum, 300 000 previously unemployed persons have been reabsorbed.
The rest - 550 000 to 650 000 - must have come from persons previously not
in the " productive " labor force.
A comparison with 1939 is rather startling - but not in the way expected.
As shown above, 22% of the active population of the area of the Soviet Zone
were active in agriculture in 1939, Since there was hardly any agriculture
in Berlin - 20 000 in all of Berlin ; no separate figures are available for
East Berlin - this reduces to about 18% A The 1947 figure is probably not too
reliable. Put by 1950, this percentage was still 33.1/2 %. By 1955 it had
hardly declined at all and was with 32.8 % still higher than before the war.
In 1939, 48J of the active poptlation was classified as being engaged in
ndustry and handicraft. Hore it anpears at first that the
opposite of agiculture is true; a substantial number of
persons were so Classiied in al of Serlin in 1939. BAt
once more it is impossible to say how many of the l.1 millir
so employed in all of Berlin were employed in East Berlin.
Nevertheless, it is certain that the percentage of industrial
employment would be increased by the inclusion of East Berlin,
Again, the low percentage of 30.8% in 1947 need not surprise
in view of the chaotic condtions. But between 195O and 195
the percentage rose only from 38% to 39.5% and was still cons-t.
derably below the prewar firures. Table IV. 2 gives the
percentage figures. This last development is so unl-kely that
it suggests strongly that a reclassification of the category
"industry" has taken oaoe. Such a reclassification, the
result of which is given in Table IV. 2, col 2 is attempted
and justified in detail below. Even with this reclassification
it appears, however, to remain true that agriculture is percent'.-
wise substantially more important as a user of men than in 1939,
and that the increase in the relative importance of industry has,
by 1954/5 been relatively slight and at the expense of other
sectors than agriculture.
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Table
Percent of eloe in
(1) (2) (3)
19396)
22 2 7) 45
48 3P.5 7) 30.8
-5.8 7) 9.A
IV, 2 (a)
different
(14)
33.5
38
5.2
pal)
wt
and
Sservices 5)
48 383 7).402 43.2 43.5 43.5 l5.4
17 17 .5 8.3
13 23.5 7) 114.6 13.8 13.1
100 100.8 99.8 (76.7) (43.5) 99.3 (38.3) 99.6
(a) Sources : For 1939, from Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1955 ed.
p. 527 ; for 1947 on see Table 1.
1) For 1939 : Agriculture and Forestry
2) For 1939 : Industry and Artisasr
3) Construction is not separately shown for 1939. It is included
with the industrial sector
4) For 1939 : Trade and Conmnnications
5) For 1939 : Public and Private services, including domestic
services (4%)
6) Soviet Zone without East Berlin
7) My reclassification. See Table 1, note y, and. text.
First, the 1939- classification contains also construction, which forms
a separ'ate category after the war. Even the exclusion of construction from
* 1939the " industry" sector in order to make the/fgTure more comparable to the
postwar data ,the discrepancies do not disappear. In fact, the adjusted figures
clearly indicate that, even though tne percentage employed in industry was
2)
(7)
1953
of the
(6)
31.5
38
5.m5
sectors
(5)
195
38.25
5.2
(8)
1951
(9)
195_(Pan)
32.8
395
5.9q
38.25
greeter in 1950 than 1939, the Five Year Plan has not succeeded or not
wished to inweae that percentage much above the prewar level. This is*
certainly not what was expected, indicates however the degree of disruption
from which the Zone suffered through partition. There are a number of other
remarkable facts which emerge from this comparison. The percentage of public
and private services is virtually the same in 1955 and in 1939, even though
the composition of this category must have changed radically. In 1939 about
4% of the 13% are accounted for by domestic services which must have all but
vanished by 1955. It is also unlikely that the 1955 figures ineinde the
" Kasernierte Volkpolisei ", just as the 1939 figure does not include the
arw or persons serving in the labor service. The reduction in the percentage
employed in Transport may be in part also due to a reclassification. But fram
what is known about the state of the railroads, som of the decline mst be
real.
To get some preliminary notion of the changes in these sectores it
might be useful to combine the Transport and Services sectors,ines a=*
of the persons classified in 1939 as "Trade and Transport" will by 1955
certainly have been reclassified among the services. For 1939, the camined
figure in 30%, or 'f 4% are deducted for domestic services, 26%. In 1952, this
figure is down t. 22.3 %, and it stays that way in 1955 (22.4% )
It is finally at first startling that the numbers employed in 1955 should
with 7.1 million be less than the 7.68 million members of the labor force which
the Zone exclusive of East Berlin had in 1939. Unemployment in 1939 was too
insignificant to explain the difference.
The comparative figures until 1951 are as folloWN :
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Table IV. 3 (a)
Labor Force and 2-loyment
" Erwerbsper
1939
'1946 (Dec.)c)
1947 (~ec.)c
1948 (Sept)0
1949 (flarchl
1949 (Dec.)
1950 (Yarch)
1950 (June)"
1951 b)
1952 (Dec.)c)d)
1953 (Jun)*)d)
1954 (yearend)d)
I
Mill.
7.685
7.70
7.94
8.00
7.983
8.02
7.961
7.88
8.33
8.736
8.80
9.08
a) " Einkoitmensstruktur .... " p. 12
b) Including East Berlin
c) tMemo in file from rinistry for All
d) Probably including East Berlin
sonen" gloyed"
Mill.
7.655
7.490
7.82
7.84
7.593
7.70
7.563
.7.62
7.93
8.537
8.32
8.53
8.82
German Questions
Col. I of Table IV. 3 gives the number of persons in the potential labor
force. " Erwerbspersonen" are all persons who belong to a particular profession
or business, whether they are actually working or not. Col. II gives- the
number of persons actually working, which is found by deducting from the
labor force the unemployed. The figures for 1951 and later are to be treated
with special suspicion. On this showing, employment in the Zone (eoclusive
of East Berlin) was, because of unemployment, slightly less in 1950 then in
1939, even though the labor force had increased only slightly. After 1950,
however, total employment seems to have increased rapidly.
17~
In the absence of a precise statistical information of who is and who is
not considered engaged in" material" production, this statement of general
principle will have to serve0 With these preliminary remarks in mind, it
ought to be possible to make sense of the figures and to evaluate the
developments which they show.
(i) There are almost certainly more persons engaged in agriculture
than in 1939. Table 1 shows in 1939 1.70 million persons classified
)1 "Politische Oekonomi, Lehr~buch "1 Dietz Verlag-, Berlin, 1955 pp. 587,%
588. y translation (German edition of Russian Text by Soviet A cademy
of Siences.
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2."Productive"l and uf~productive"v labor
The figures given in Table IV. 3 are evidently not immediately comparable
with those :iven in Table 1 based on official East German statistics. As t'he Ii. ures
stand they resist reasonable interpreta tion.
The following pages attempt to make the various figures comparable. In
1950, Statistische Praxis gives 6.2 million persons employed " in the
econongr", about 1o4 million less than the figures calculated by the Bonn
Ministry to have been working, The difference must lie in the definition of
who is employed " in the econoner" and who is not, It seems likely that only
productive" workers are included in the postwar figures.
Thus the official Russian text on " Political EconorWy" states that
The social product is created by the labor of workers in material produc-
tion. i.e. industry, agriculture and Transport, in so far as it serves
production, and by the labor of trade personell in so far as it
performs work which is a continuation of the production process in
the sphere of circulation ( inventories, final working, transport,p vikaging
of goods, etc ). .... - However, the labor of the workers in non
producing branches is necessary for socialist society, for material
production, it is socially useful labor. .... It is therefore of
greatest economic importance to raise the proportion of workers in
material production through reduction of the share of labor in the
various non-producing branches" 1)
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as belonging to agriculture and forestry. The figure for 1955 is
well over 2 million. Since any correction for " unproductive"
workers for 1939 should only reduce that figure, the increase must
have been even greater.. There is, of course, the well known fact
of land reforms and the " new peasant program" etc., yet it is remarkable
and probably unique that the agricultural sector should almost
certainly have gained its absolute and relative importance under
a comunist regime.
(ii) There is a serious problem in interpreting the employment
figures for industry. The 1939 figures for "indstry and artisans"
include certainly also conbtruction by adding employment in
construction the 1950 figure is 2.66 million employed, and the 1955
plan figure about 347 nillion, compared to 3.69 million in 1939*
Now it is hardly conceivable that the number of " unproductive"
workers in " industry and handicrafts" was very large in 1939.
On the other hand, some people who in 1939 were classified with
" industry and artisans " probably would under the new dispensation
be classified as productive services.
In fact in Marxist usage, as practiced in Poland,
" - material production is currently interpreted in a very
wide sense. It includes not only those outside services to
commodity-producing enterprises which are, as it is said,-
crystallised in real ( i.e. material) products a) .**. - and
a number of services which can by no streching of language
be brought under this heading - passenger transport,
comunnications serving final consumers, laundries, and other
services " within the scope of commercial economy "
The only services excluded, therefore, are personal
services " outside the scope of commercial econom" --- and
the services of the government administration itself ...
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I. practice, the coverage of the excluded classes
would seem to differ somewhat from country to country :
thus photographers do not contribute to national income
in YEgoslavia but do, as material prodnction, in the USER
and probably also in other Eastern European countries.")
Those certainly excluded everyhiere are doctors teachers,
lawyers, artists and domestic servants ... "
a) The N htional Income of Poland, 1947, op.cit.
quotes on this point are of the basic works on soviet National
Income, I.M. Krasnolabov, Planirovanys i uchet narodnogo
dochoda (Planning and Accounting the National Income,
14o cow).
b) In Poland, in recent years, urban passenger
transport has been included in national income, rural
transport excluded .
I have not come across any East German source indicating precisely
who is and who is not considered to be "productive". Using the Russian
Bible and Mr. Jackson's account as a general guide, it is however, possible
to adjust the 1939 figures roughly to make them comparable with the later
sonal figures,
For 1939, we have two general statistical classifications, One,
referring to" employed persons in German Industry 1936 "3) counts in
1936 a total of 2 096 597 employed in the area of the Soviet Zone and an
additional 574 623 persons so employed iii all of Berlin. Deducting those
employed in construction, these figures reduce to 1 732 348 and 510 596
respectively.
We have secondly for 1939 a statistic, by zonal areas, of the number of
2) E.F.Jackson, Social Accounting in Eastern Europe in International Association
for Research in Income and Wealth. Income and Wealth, Series IV, London 1955,
pp. 246,247,2h8. Footnote a) Is p. 247 a 1. Footnote b) is p.. 248, note 1)
other footnotes have been omitted.
3)"Beschtftigte Personen in der deutschen Industrie 1936", nach Zonen
Statistisches andbuch von Deutschland , 1949, pp 270 - 272
4) " Die gewerblichen ArbeitssttTen nach Lgndern und Zonen 1939 (Technische
Einheiten) IV 6owjetische Zone, Stat. Handbuch von Ieutscnland, 1949, pp
258 - 261, VI, Berlin, ibid .pp 266 - 269
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" gewerbliche Arbeitssttten " C i.e. tecmnic4 units employing people.
whether classified as " industry" or as " handicraft")with their empicyment
by classes and subclasses The count jives an employnent of 3 623 645 for
the Zone, and an additional 1 176 893 for Berlin. This figure in clerly
the basis for thb estimate of 3.69 for" industry and artisans," given in Table
I. 1. Deducting the figures for construction, we get 3 183 172 and 1 002 876
respectively. For the Zone, there is a difference of 1 405 824 in these two
methods of counting, and for Berlin a difference of 492 280. The difference
muast be accounted for primarily by" artisan shops" classified among the
various industries, and secondarily perhaps by some persons employed in
industries but not counted as " industrial employment", like company physicians
and possibly some administrative personell.
Tables IV. 4 and IV. 5 attempt to take out of the number of persons
employed in various" technical units of earning money" -the nearest trans-
cription to the German " gewwrbliche Arbeitsstftten" -- those persons who
are likely either to be counted elsewhere ( e.g. bakery shop workers who may
in part be counted as producing breadbut in part as selling it, hence be
incorporated in the postwar classification of " services" ) or who would not
be counted at all in the East German usage of " employed in the econoW".
like personell employed in abhe cleaning of buildings. Table IV.4 also lists
the number of persons employed under each major classification as being
employed in" administrative and auxiliary units" of that particular industrial
branch. The details of the other deductions are listed as Table IV.5.
The calculation to make the 1939 figure comparable to post-1950 data
would be as follows :
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Table IV. 4
Persons employed in technical units, and number employed in admanistrative and
by major industry classification
Total em-
ployed
1939
Mining
Stones and Earths
Iron and Oteel
smelting and semi finished
Metal goods
Machine, steel,vehicle construc-
tion
0300
Oh00
0500(a)0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
Total of above
less construction
Total in industry
104
190
69
36
267
539
109
75
157
512
102
58
33
12
199
32
351
278
440
51
126
329
324
326.
176.
181
774
778
074-
827
488
407
134
671
936
693
963
084
473
381
3 623 645
440 473
3 183 172
of which in
administra-
tive and auxi-
liary units
15 747
4 745
14 336
7 481
5 724 Y
35 600
16 357 0
3 561 pa
S32189 pa
19 700 1
4 719
6786 1
475
1 459
3 548
257
13 727 p
2 355 p
4 513 2
16 669
Number of
classification
which might be
excluded
706 - 0708
812 - 0813
905
rt 1004
rt 1110 ?
212 1213 ?
404, part 1.405
irt 1902 - 1906 part
irt 2008 1918
01 - 2105
09948
--4-.93
Source : Statistisches dandbuch fir Deutschland, 1949 , pp 258 - 261
(a) t Aetallhtitten und -halbseugwerke"
Group
Llectro technics
OpticsFine mechanics
Chemicals
Textiles
Paper
Printing
leather, Linoleum
Rubber,Asbestos working
'oodworkinr etc.
musinc instruments, Toys
Food etc.
Clothing
Construction
Uater, as, Electricity
auxiliary units,
ljlb
Table IV. 5
Possible " non-productive" workers 1939 listed in Table IV. 3 b
industrial classification
Eployment
26 530
20 296
255 38
47 857
833
30008
6 986
62 566
22 310
17 178
583
4634
L80 673
43 974
5 578
4 289
3)
4)
services ?
services ?
services ?
"unproductive" ?
services
servises
services I
services ? unproductive ?
services ?
unprodu4ttV I
unprodutive
services'
services ? unproductive ?
unproductive ?
unproductive
Total of above 49 833
less 2101 and 2105
Total referring to industry alone 489 966
1) This figure derived by subtracting from employment of class # 1004 production
and repair of watches 8 476 the 1 490 persons listed as employed in the watch
industry in the industrial classification, p 271 II
2) As chemical cleaning is listed with group 1212, it is doubtful whether catego-
ry 1.10 should be deducted at all. If it is to be deducted it is apt to repre-
sent services
3) This figure is derived as follows: The total employment in classes 1902-1907,
1918 is listed as follows :
1902 Bakery shops and production of baked goods 110 798
1903 Sugar 13 l50
1904 Cocoa, Chocolate, Sugar goods 18 999
1905 Butchers and production of mat products 87 097
1906 Fish industry 1 484
1907 Milk etc 13 028
1918 " other branches 6 233
Total
Class no. Class nme
9
0706 Forging ("Schadde")
0707 Locksmiths, welding," Schloiferei"
0708 Repairs of metal goods, installing
of gas, etc.
0812 Repairs for machines and vehicles
0813 Technical bureaus of machins in-
dustry
0905 Ele.ctr. installation and Repairs.
1004 Repairs of Watches
1110 " other branches" of chemical
1212 Laundries, ironing, chemical cleaning
1233 "other branches" of textiles
1404 Typing bureaus
1403 Photor 49 Trade
1902-7, 1918 FoodsP)
2008 Shoerepaire
2301 Architects, Construction engineers
2105 Chimnay sweeps, building cleaning
250780
410
From this are deducted the following numbers listed as industrially employed :
Bread industry 3 041
" Ilough macaroni products" 1 409
Sugar, sweats 55 471
Meat and Fish industry 4 239
Evaporated milk and melted cheese 525
Coffee ersats etc. 5 431
The remainder are assumed to be emloyed in distribution of bakery etc0
products
I)This figure is derived by deducting from the 65 721 persons listed as
employed in shoe manufacturing and repairing units ( p.2 6 0 ) 21 747
listed as employed in shoeproduction industrially ( p. 272). The
difference includes undoubtedly also shoemakers as well as shoe repairs.
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Table 1.. 6
Ad ustment of 1939 Emplomt to 4 ostwar Classifications
Total employed in industry and handicrafts 3 623 645
less employment in construction 440 473
T 3177
less persons employed in administrative and
auxiliary units (Table IV2 )
less non-industry workers (Table IV.5) 529 966
The figure of 2 1447 711 seems the absolute reinimum of " productive#
employment in industry in 1939 ( as later defined in 1950) on two counts,
First by deducting such items as forgings, welding, "other chemicals",
" other textiles" I may be bending over backwards in order to include
nobody who might conceivably be considered " non productive" or producing
"services". The same may be true for at least some of the persons employed
in laundries etc, which do not perform these services for final consumers, but
say for work clothes. These branches account for at least 120 000 persons.
Secondly I may be overdoing it in eliminating all administrative units which
account for another 205 000 employees. Productive employment in I industry"
whether in industry proper or in handicrafts 5), may thus vary from a minimum
of 2 447 Mill. to a possible 2 770 Mill. or more
5) The difference between Industry and Handicraft seems partly legal-
repistration as industry or in the Handwerksrolle , belonging to an
industry or a !and.ierkskammer -- partly sociolo;-ical : pride in workmanship,
rules about the iannier in waich apprentices are taught etc. he difference
is not one of size : thare are very small industrial plants employing a
handful of people, and artisan sh ps ( particularly in construction)
wiiich employ more taan 100 people. And the product may be the same :
ouildings, machinery, paints, etc. Certainly there is no " art and crafts "
connotation with ". artisans " or " handicraft" , though there is somewhat
a connotation of medieval guilds, or of specially hig:h quality.
'43'
The startling conclusion seems inevitable that only by 1953 has the
absolute importance of industry as a whole. ( and including construction)
reached the level of 1939, and that the relative importance has almost
certainly not increased very much compared to prewar days. ( this would be
even more true if comparisons were made with 1943 when industry in " central"
Germany had increased much beyond 1939). For, to be comparable, the compari-
son would either have to deduct in 1939 tne number of those ptblic and private
services which are not considered " productive" and hence not counted, (r
it would have to add the same number for 1954 and 1955. The comparable number
of employed by the end of 1954 is about 8.8 million, On this counting the
percentage of persons employed in industry in 1939 was 32.5 A. and in 1954/5
about 32 % 8 It is sufficient to deduct the approximately 250 000 demestic
servants employed in the SBZ in 1939 from the total of 7.68 million, to
raise the percentage of industry to 34 %. If, what is likely to be
approximately true, about 1 million persons in 1939 classified as public
and private services " were later considered to be " unproductive", the percentage
of "industrial" employment as adjusted in the total increase for 1939 to 37o5.
If some of the readjustment made involves more " unproductive" persons who
are later not counted as may be the case e.g. for laundries the per..
centage would be higher still 8
The interpretation of this fact requires first, to accept as fact that
the dismantling and the reparations in kind were fully as great as the careful
study by Rupp indicates, and that the heroic exertions of the Five Year Plan
have only barely succeeded in restoring the damage done. This does not, of
course, prejudice anything that may be said later on the structure of industry
and the differential frowth of individual sectors within the aggregate.
econdly, ho"rever, it is noteiorthy to point out that tie increase in the
productive"' labor force from perhaps 6.5 million in 1939 ( and from 6.18
million in 1950 ) to 7.1 million in 1955 which was accomplished in the face
of an aging and declining population with an abnormally high percentage of
women, took place in all major sectors of the econong. A friendly criticism
might call this a sign of balanced growth. Whether it is this or not depends,
however, on the evaluation of this kind of balance in a small area which
presumably would do better by a more " unbalanced " development of sono
sectors and/or greater integration into a world economy. A less friendly
critic might interpret the higher percentage of employment in agriculture
( which in this case means also greater numbers) not so much as the success
of land reform - which it is too -- but the price for attempted self-
sufficiency, as the crutch for the bones broken by partition and less of
contact with the world,
Thirdly, one should remember that seae increases in output would nver-
theless occur since in the Soviet Zone as elsewhere there have been. increases
in productivity and the statistics give only the number of workers, not the
hours worked. 6) And finally, it should be remembered that the 1939 estimate
contains about 3/4 of a million" artisans' many of whom have now been
incorporated into industry -- without it being obvious, however, whether this
6) Moreover, they give only the number of workers classified as' Delonging to
a certain classification. In addition, there was some more or less voluntary
work of persons in one category working off and on in others 1 school
teachers in rolling mills ( one is visiting Cambridge ), school children
and workers helping in bringing in the harvest, etc.
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ought to have increased their output or not. In any case, it be comes
important to investigate the composition of the labor force in theindustrial
sectors as a whole by individual branches.
This conclusion is reinforced rather than modified by the fact that the
figure of 3.69 million wrkers and artisans in 1939 refers to the Zone only.
In addition, there were 1.11 million persons so classified in all of Berlin,
However, no separate figures are available for East Berlin 7).
(iii) The figure for .Public and Private services for 1939 given in
Table IV. 1 includes 250 000 domestic servants. This category has most
certainly received such a consideiable reclassification, that no
direct comparison is possible. In order to make sense of the figaes it
is best to consider together the classifications ".Public and Private
Services " and " Trade and Transport" .It is unlikely that any of
the 1.02 million people classified among services in 1939.is included in
the statistics after 1947 :none are likely to pass the test of
"productivity ",( The 1946 figures reproduced in Table IV. 1 are certainly
based on the older classification of " Erwerbapersonen ", i.e. an
occupational census of 1946 which does not distinguish between
"productive" and," unproductive" occupations in the later Marxist sense,
Aside from domestic servants, this classification includes public
- administration in general ( of justice, economic agencies, eta) bygiene
and medicine, barbers, theater etc. and also for 1946 -" former offices,
organizations, institutes etc.". all of which are probably considered
7) An estimate of industrial employment in Last Derlin will be made below,
Table V.8,p. 66a and pp 69/70
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not in the economy" ) y the current usaige of that term.
The 1.27 million persons classified as " Trade and Transport"
in 1939, and the 1.15 million so classified in 1946, were employed in commo-
dity trade, publishing, advertising, real estate, money, banking and
insurance, postal and telephone services, railroad and other tranpo*a
and restaurants. The new category " services" probably includes
wholesale and retail, publishing,. post and telegraph, and restaurants.
Rail and other transport is evidently reclassified, and advertising and
real estate certainly do not count as "productive". Money, banking
and insurance may also not be counted.
About 98 144 persons were employed in 1946 in the Zone in the
categories " publishing, advertising, real estate " and" money, banking
insurance '; of those about two thirds ( 66 597) were in the latter
category. The categories " Transport " (exclusive of Reichsbahn)
121 746 ) and " German 8 ) postal service and German 8) railroads ,
( 296 391 ) accounted together in 1946 for about 418 000 members of
the labor force. It is not possible to say, how many of them were postal
employees, nor whether postal employees are classified by 1950 - 55 as
public services or with " Verkehr" which I have translated. as "Transport"
but ihich might possibly be translated as " communications". As an, in-
direct check of what is included : the Reichsbahn and the n private
railways of general traffic" in 1939 employed 982 697 persons in all of
Germany of 4-ich about one fourth might possibly be allocated to the
Soviet Zone, though this seems rather high,
") As distinct from that of the IMnder, or private rails
If we take about 350 000 - LOO 000 persons out of the category
Trade and Transport" to account for transport the remaining 800 000
- 850.-000 should be allocated to " public and pr vate services" roughly
comparable to the 1955 figures. On this basis, it is possible that other
transport and trade employ more people than in 1939, -ut this depends
in part of whether or not some of the persons listed in Table IV. 5 are
to be included with " services". If so then there is not likely to
have been any increase in employment in these categories, Together
they account for 21.4 % of the labor force in 1955, as against 17%
of the ( differently defined ) labor force in 1939, or almost 20% of the
labor force defined to be comparable to that. of 1955.
3. Reconciliation of Employment Figres by the Old and the
New Classiationu
The reasoning used in estimating the development of the labor force in
" Transport " and" Services" gives also a clue to the way to reconcile
the figures of Table IV. 3 with those of 'Table IV. 1. In 1946, 8.14 million
persons were counted as in the labor force by the old classification 9)
9) The figure of 8.14 million comes from Table IV.1 o On the other hand, Table
IV. 3per Dec. 1946 gives 7.70 million. Those employed are given in Table
IV. 3 as 7.49. The latter figures are derived from material ( in file)
supplied by the Ministry of All German Questions0 In the publication of
that Ministry on the " Einkommenestruktur .... ", the figures for 1946
were 8.14 and 7.74 respectively. It is not clear from the Ministry
document in the file why the figures were revised downward ; the original
figures base apparently on a published census taken in all four zones.
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Deducting the 1.15 million classified in 1946 as public and private service"
on the grounds that this classification includes almost certainly only
persons later considered to be " unproductive". we get a " productive"
labor force of just under 7 million. Unemployment in 1946 was estimated
at only 210 000 -- a figure which obviously omits the great amount of
disguised unemployment which must have existed before the currency reform of
1948. The a productive " labor force in 1946 was thus not much less than
in 1955 -- though it is certain that its productivity was much smaller.
The 1954/5 figures of Table IV. 3 give an employment of 8.82 million*
Since about 7.1 million are in the " productive" labor force, this implies an
employment of 1.7 million in the " non productive" sectors of the economy, as
against 1002 million in 1939. IAth the increase in bureaucracy 10) which
a planned economy implies, this seems possible. If we add to the 1939
figure of l.o2 million in services the 210 000 persons employed then in
" administrative and auxiliary units in industry and construction" (Table
Iva 4 ) and if it is considered that at least part of the 530 000 persons
listed in Table IV. 5 are now " non productive"; if it is considered
that the 1939 figure does not include the army and the labor services,
but that the 1954 figure probably includes the V  o p o a - ( Kasernierte
olkpolisei ) , it becomes quickly apparent who the 1.7 million" unproductive"
persons who are not " employed in the economy" are apt to be.
If the argument is correct, it leads once more to a startling conclusion,
Though population as a whole has certainly decreased since 1946, the number
10) No pejorative use of this term is intended.
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91.Industry.
2.Avriculture
3.Construction
1.Trade and Transport
.
5.Total Employment
6.Nion productive
2.5 2.8 + .3 +
1.7 2.3 + .6 + 35
.435 .42 -W.025 -
1.8 1.5 - .3 17
6.35 a 837' of Tot, 7.02 . + .585 + 9
Employnt 8. of Tot.
Employnmnt
7.68 8.82 + 1.14 + 15
1.245 1.80 + .555 + 44
of persons who earn a living - to put it in such a roundabout way --
has certainly increased, probably by about 1.1 million The " productiven
labor force has inareased from about 6.4 million to about 7 to 7.1 million
between 1939 and 195/5, an increase of about 600 000 - 740 000. About
half of this increase has gone into industry. bit , not only have the other
productive employmnts increased also, but the " non- productive" pursuita
have increased p passu.
Table IV. 7 attempts to show the changes in anumary form , on the
assumption that all the persons classified in 1939 as" public and private
services" should not be counted at all and that the figure of 1.27 milion
persons employed in " trade and conauication" in 1939 should (a) be
augmented by .53 million persons reclassified from" industry and artisans"
( Table IV 5 ) and (b) compared to the sum of the previously employed In
" services i and " transport" in 1955 1 but that (c) the 210 000 persons
reclassified from industry as administrative ( Table IV. 4) should also be
tbrown out as "unproductive" -- all assumptions with a certain validity.
Table IV 7
" Sources and Uses" of increased employMt
Employment in 1939 1955 Change
.5 %
.5%
I
£0
As the calculation shows, " non productive " employment has by this
count increased almost as much as" productive" employmemt " in the econom r1o
The figures seem to imply, further, ,that the increased " productive"
employment has came from an absorption of ( postwar) unemployment, but
perhaps also from an absorption into "productive" employment of persons
who eiter were before not in the labor force or were in" urfproductive
pursuits.The latter is not very likely since the " productive" labor force
in 1955 was only about 80% of total employment against approximately
83% in 1939. Most important, to account for the increase in industrial
and agricultural employment there must have taken place also a shift
from the other " productive" sectors.
To put the same findings slightly differently, and perhaps more
dramatically s Total employment, whether " in" or " outside" the economy
has increased by about 15%. " Non-productive" employment, however, has
gone up by about 44%j agricultural employment by 33%. Industrial employ-
ment has increased only by 8.5 %, while " Trade and Transport" decreased
by 17% and construction employment about held its own. "Productive
employment " on the aggregate increased by 9.5%, i.e. by more than industrial
employmentv
There are a number of sources of possible error in this calculation
which should be explicitely stated. First of all, the figure of total
employment of 8.82 million for the end of 195h may overstate the true facts.
The 7.68 million employed in 1939 were about 51 % of the total population.
The 8.82 million of the end of the end of 1954 are 52% of 17 million
and slightly more if the population has decreased. rince the population has
aged this is possible, although the unusually high number of women
speaks against it. Any reduction in the total number of employed reduces
only the " non-productive" employment which in Table IV. 7 is found as
a residual.
Secondly, the attempt at reclassifying the 1939 figure foi I industry
and artisans" into industry proper, other " productive" employments and
" non-productive" employment has been very rough at best, because the
precise East German usage is unknown, and because more detailed breakdowns
of the 1949 figures were not available to m.. It is possible jhat the
total labor force in 1939 as defined by the later concept should be smaller.
And it is possible that some of the people reclassified as " services"
should be thrown out altogether. To the extent of which the 1939 figure
is too big the Table understates the shift from " non-productive" to
productive use.
V.
Employment in Individual Industries
This section attempts to break down the estimates for industrial employment
(which includes mining, but excludes construction) into further segments in
order to trace any changes in the structure of the economy from this end,
and to gain, if possible, some figures which can serve as a check against the
production figures to be discussed in later sections0
1. Mining
The Zone has very little hard coal, but it has substantial ambunts of
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lignite, and some metals, including uranium. It also has substantial deposits
of potash. The figures for employment in lignite include also the processing of
lignite through pressing into brickets. None of the figures available come
directly from East German sources. All are West German estimates based, however,
on East German information. Some of the figures are year end figures rather
than annual averages. Since much of German lignite production is above ground,
the intensity of the winter will affect these figures. Finally, figures for
employment in the Wismth A.G., the uranium miies, appear particularly un-
certain.
A comparison with prewar data requires a turning back as far as 1936.
The Soviet Zone employed then 93 097 persons in mining, 33 696 were employed
in lignite production, and another 21 473 in lignite brickets production. The
last two categories account, therefore, together for about 57% of all persons
classified as " miners". The mining of various ores employed 9 390 persons, or
roughly 10%. Hard coal ( including coking) employed 17 063 persons. Another
10 - 115 were employed in salt mines, including potash.
Total employment in mining has certainly increased substantially.
Employment in the mining of hard coal, which during the war had declined
somewhat from the 1936 level ( 14 988) was increased by about 50% to 21 500
as of May 10, 1950 - the last figure I have been able to find. It is, however,
extremely unlikely that by 1955 this figure has been maintained, or even
increased, because of the exhaustion of hard coal deposits.
Lignite production, including that of pressed coal, had risen from
1) Figures from : Statistisches Handbuch fur Deutschland, 1928 1944, 1949 p. 270
55 000 to 85 506 during the war ( 1943). By the end of 1952, eMloymen
was estimated as 156 300, almost twice the amount of the war peak, and almost
three times the 1936 employment. The plan for 1953 calls for 151 200 persons so
employed. No newer figures have been found. There seems little question that e
ployment has risen greatly and is apt to be maintained or even to be expanded.
It reflects in part the need to find substitutes for the hard coal previously
imported from West Germany and Upper Silesia, and to that extent it is certainly
uneconomic. But It also reflects the general expansion of the economy."
It is obviously true that all efforts were made to expand the domestic
ore base Wile the Zone did produce about 98% of the domestically mined
copper of the old Reich, that still was only a fraction of what was used.
There is very little iron ore available, and few other metals. aMploymnt by
the end of 1953 was estimated to be 24 500 persons in these branches, two and
a half time the 1936 figure, Here too it seems unlikely that the expansion
can go much further.
Potash and mineral oib employed by the end of 1956 about 22 500
persons, also about 2.1/2 times the prewar figure. Potash is plentyful
and an export product. In 1936 there was probably little mineral oil produced,
and as far as I know not much more is produced now.(Tnis does not refer to
hydroginated oil which is included with chemicals and in the old days had a
separate category as " Kraftstoff"). The big new employer are the uranium mines,
the Wiamuth A.G.
2) he ewYor TmesofFeb.5,l956 quoted h report on tefl isbneiof
Five Year Plan as stating that it the largest soft coal plant in Europe is
under construction near the Senftenberg coal field" (p.1 of Secel)
while there is doubt whether this refers to a bricket factory, or to same
chemical plant, there is little doubt that the Senftenberg area would
support the " largest plant# in Europe, chemical or otherwise.
The figures for employment there are probably more unreliable than most
because of the extra degree of security surrounding this branch of
activity, For 1951, employment there was estimated at about 150 000, the
much smaller figure given for 1952 is probably due to the sketcna of
the information on which it is basedo It is probably safer to assum employ-
ment to remain around 150 000 there.
be indications are that employment in mining has expanded substantially,
from about 93 000 in 1936 to an estimated 213 000 in 1947 to an estimated
348 000 by the end of 1954. The indication is that the expansion in mining
employment has come substantially to an end by the end of 1951, and at
least that further increases will be considerably less spectacular than
before. Omitting uranium mining which is probably neither domestically
used nor being-paid for as exports ( check on this. Is the Wismuth AG still
in Soviet Hands ? ) this still means a doubling of the mining sector
compared to 1936, though possible much less compared to 1939 or 1943.
Table V.1 gives all figures we have been able to collect.
2. The Chemical Industries
The 1936 industrial employmerit figures list several major classifications
which after the war -- and not unreasonably -- are lumped together under
chemicals : The chemical industry so designated employed in 1936 in the
Zone 60 127 workers i the classification " chemical- technical industries"
which included paints, soap, candles, cosmetics etc employed another
18 665. The " Rubber and Asbestos" classification employed 8 706 workers
Table V. 1
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ln.YT 9 vna n1h n5a0auI a nlawphf plan
Hard coal
Lignite~incl.
press.coal 
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products
subtotal
ore mining
Potash
Uranium (WIB.
muth A.Go)
L7063 1) 149882)
55169
72232
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2002) 215002)189912)
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1229002) 123400298)
1526005)
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Totalexcl.
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6)
7)
930979)
93097
23307910) 337900
187500213079
332300 3 00h)
(30 980 0 )h)
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Including 625 persons employed in hard coal coking and manufacturing of presed hard coal
DIW. Bericht :" Kohlenbergbau und Kohlenwirtachaft in der SBZ ", imuo ? Berlin 1951, Also
Bonner Berichte ," Bilans der Arbeitskrlfte", p. 36
" Bilans der Arbeitskrlrte .... " p.32, Figure refers also to mining
The Statistisches flandbuch, 1955 ed. p. 528 , Table B. 6 gives the number employed as "miners
and related occupations " as 123 943. This figure refers to 30.VI.1949. The difference
between this figurs and the 14 100 given in the body of the Table is that the forner is a
classification by occupation, while the latter is one by industry
aterialien .. 0 Der Bergbau in der SBZ'" p.h0. Figure includes employmant in SO's
Iron, copper, etc. but excuding Uranium
Guess, based on average figures for 4 quarters In the Zones material in file 1w wwitten
2WM5)O
23100
25000011
24)o)
22500
55169
1046003) look0)
1325005)f )I50009
564a 0
5I4b
8) Bilans der Arbeitskrtate p.3 2
9) Arbitrarily assumed s likely
10) DIW. ;:irtschaftprobleme der Besatsungssonen, p.4
11) SoPme, Denkschrift 48, Appendix 8.
a) Figures in" Biland der Areitskrtfte.O, p. 36 indicate that, compared to
the 1949 figure, the number of men employed has slightly decreased, that
of vomen slightly increased
b) Plan
a) Actual ?
d Includes rook salt mining and oil
f Based on incomplete material according to Bonn" Materialien
g Includes also employment in salines, graphite, Fluorspar
h) Assumes 150 000 employed in uranium mining
X) Statistisches Iandbuch ir Deutschland, p. 270
Synthetic oil from hard coal; bensol were classified under " Kraftstoffe"s
while synthetic yarns were classified with textiles . As Table V. 2 indicates,
altogether employment in chemicals, defined to be comparable to postwar
figures, was in 1936, 117 791 in the SBZ alone. In addition, Berlin as
a whole employed another 25 748 persons under these headings, but this figure
cannot be broken down between the eastern and the western sectors.
Of these industries, the chemical industry proper was very strn 1A
concentrated in the area of the SBZ : a third of all persons so classified
in 1937 in the whole German area of tha t year (including the Saar, and t&~
areas east of the Oder-Neisse line ) were employed in the later SBZ. This
was also roughly true for the production of synthetic fibers. On the other hand,
less than one fifth of the chemical-technical industry ws concentrated
there.
During the war employment in the various branches of the chemical
industry rose almost 100% to 229 700.' Immediately after the war, employment
fell drastically by about a quarter, but it was with 162 093 still substantial3y
above the 1936-level. By 1950, the first year of the Five Year Plan it had
recovered somewhat to about 185 000 persons,
Lhe Interpretation of the figures of c oyment which rise continuousiy
to a planned 250 000 in 1955 4) runs almost at the start into a snag. The
Five Year Plan envisages an increase in the output of the chemical industry -
of 204.4% by 1955 compared to 1950. With no change in the productivity of
3) Details of the figures with exact references are found in Table V.2
4) The figure comes from the Bonner Bericht, Die Chemische Industrie, p. 24.
I have been unable to locate published East German souce for it.
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Total
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d Bonner Bericht , Die Chemia che Industrie in der SBZ , p. 24
e) Refers to III, 31 of the year
f) Actual employment. Materialien, Die Chemische Industrie, p. 33
g) Actual emplcyment, Bonner Bericht, Die Chemische Industrie, pa 27.
Refers to the end of the year
h) Refers to the second quarter of 1953. Materialien, Die Chemische
Industrie, P. 33 text. Actual employment of workers and employees*
Probably a slightly different classification. Sorce refers tw class-ifi
cation of " Industriegewerkschaft Chemie ".( ibid p.33 footnote 1)
i) Included in 307 000, Source as h). Figures for 1951, 1952 and 1953
given in this row refer to "dependent employed in nationalised
industry" ( ibid)
j) SoPaDe, Denkschrift # 48, Anlage 8. Though classification is called
Chemie" it evidently refers only to one subgroup
workers, this would require an increqse in employment from 185 000 to about
381 000. But according to the same FiVe-ear-Plan-Document, labor productivi
ty in the nationalized chemical industry was to rise by 212%. Now, assuming
that the SAG' s were to show the same development, and that the 1953 figure
giving the importance of" private German" to all other chemical plants in
the ratio of 1 : 5, and assuming further that no increase in the productivity
of " private" plants was envisaged - the last a completely unjustifiable
assumption -- this implies that the 150 000 workers employed in non-private
plants were expected to produce as much as 318 000 workers would have pro-
duced with unchanged productivity I Since however 381 000 workers of unchanged
productivity were needed to produce a 204.4% increase in output, only an
additional 63 000 workers of unchanged productivity ( in " private plants")
would be necessary to produce all of the planned output . The planned
employment should therefore have been only 150 000 + 63 Ooo W 213 000
and not 250 000 as stated I
In interpreting East German figures one can never exclude the possibility
of printing errors or even simple errors in calculation ( and this is
probably also thrue though to a much smaller degree in statistically more
advanced countries ). It seems likely that the increases in output etc. are
calculated by some simple process of aggrgation like adding and then avera-
ging all rates of increase without regard to such facts that the largest
increases may have come in very small and the smallest increases in large
industries. This interpretation is, of course, a pure supposition on any side.
It would, however, make it possible to assume that all the planned increases in
output, employment and productivity are " true" after a fashion.
It is interesting to note that employment in 1953 is stated by one
source to have been 370 000, of which 307 000 were supposed to be employed in
nationalized and SAG plants. This figure is almost equal to the number of
persons who would, with unchanged productivity, have been needed to produce
the planned 1955 output. It is likely that the similarity is purely accidental*
First, the increase to the preceding years would have had to be phenomenal j
secondly the output by 1953 would have to approximate the final planned
output of 1955 very closely , while " the quotas were not met in ....
certain i.ndustrial chemicalal".5) It is likely that the 1953 figure given in
Table Vo 2 is either incorrect, or applies to a substantially different
classificatione6 ) If the 370 000 persons supposed to have been employed in
chemicals in 1953 are not simply a misprint, they include probably pereonell
which in this study is classified elsewhere. It seems safest, therefore, to
5) 1.Y.Times, Feb,5, 1956 on fulfillment of the Five Year Plano No detailed
figures are in my possession as yet.
6) There are a number of other possibilities none of which can be checked.
First, all the figures given must refer to any one who works in this
industry, including office employees. The percentage of personell actually
manning machines is certainly low in chemicals. According to John Enos who
is an expert in such matters it can be as low as 10% in the United States;
it would have to be over 50% if the 370 000 figure is to include all per-
sonell, while the lower 1950 or 1951 figures are to refer to "0panction
workers " only. This way of making sense of the figures has to be almost
certainly ruled out as the following American figures indicate. In the
United States in December 1955 there were altogether 9.3 000 production
and related workers employed in chemicals and allied products, including
petroleum, coal and rubber products. Even assuming that with high wages
and the most advanced technolojy in the United Ctates the proportion
of labor to capital would be nuch lower here than in East Cermany, it
is unlikely that the United States has only 2.1/2 times the number of
production and related workers in chemicals
assume a maximum total employment in chemicals compared to the prewar
figure of 200 000 or perhaps 250 000 in 1955 Even this would be a 50 -
80% increase over 1939, and it would be a little more than the war me
peak of 1944.
3. Machine Construction and Related Fields
The discussion of employment in machine building is equally
complicated by uncertainties about the precise classification of that
industrial branch0 In particular, there are doubts about its delimitation
at various times with respect to locomotives and other vehicles, in part
also with respect to electrical engineering and fine mechanics and opt cs
According to"Materialien", the classification of " Fine Mechanics and
Optics " in the Soviet Zone includes not only what is so indicated in
West Germany ( optical products, photo products, projectors and movie
equipment, fine mechanical products, " medical-mechanical" products and
watches), but also typewriters, calculating and bookkeeping machines,
which in West Germany are classified as " Machine Building" ; and it includes
also electro-medical apparatuses, which in the West are classified as
electrotechnic"0 7 ) This makes a detailed comparison with prewar figures
difficult, if not impossible, particularly as it is also possible that the
figures show some double counting which I could not eliminate.
Considering this difficulty it seems advisahle, to discuss the four
major groups of "'Machine Building", " Vehicle Building", "Fine Mechanics
and Optics" and" Electro Industry" together. The first two correspond
) Materialien, Fein Mechanik und Optiks n.d. p.5
probably roughly to the classification " mechanical engineering products",
while "Electro Industry" is probably close to " Lectrical engineering".
The available figures are presented as Table V.3.
There is a further difficulty in comparing the 1936 figure with
the postwar figures. In the Soviet Zone, steel form and grey castings
have been taken out of the " iron and steel" industry and included with
the machine construction " Iron, Temper, and Steelcastings" employed
in 1936 in the Zone 34 234 persons, and other metal castings an additional
5 585 persons. If these additional employments are added, the increase in
machine construction employment in 1954 compared to 1939 though St
substantial, becomes somewhat less impressive.
With these severe qualifications, the employment figures indicate
a substantial expansion by the first quarter of 1954 compared to 1936,
and somewhat less of an expansion compared to 1939. mployment in 1954 is
about twice that of 1936, and about 1.1/2 times that of 1939. This increase
in employment appears to have come about after 1953. This jump is so great
that it is likely that the 1952 and 1953 figures are incorrect. Rather it
appears as if the employment figures found applied only to an important
part of the whole. This is also clearly implied by the sources. It would
surely be remarkable if there had been as little if any expansion in machine
construction employment between the end of 1949 and the end of 1953 as the
figures seem to indicate. At the same time some reclassification with a
resulting apparent increase in employment cannot be entirely rejected,
though I have not found any positive evidence for it.
There probably is also some change compared to the 1936 and possibly
Table V. 3
Eniloasnt in Machine Construction. Vehicle Building
Electro Induatry * and Fine Mtshanios and optics
1936(a) 1939(b) 1947(o) 1949(d) 1950(e) 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 Plan
IOMaCkdzm, Constrution
Casting
Machine Constructionp
postwar classification2103671)
Iron wid steel con-
struction 1612
Total of Above 226479-
2553983
296108
923P
305340
115100 255900 273700 (16 816 8 ) f)( 268 760 )f)( 27 1 25 )f) 459000" (440000) dd)
Light machinery
Heavy machinery
Nationalized machine
II cle?,Total
Motorvehicles etc.
Railway equipment
ships
III.Electro Industry
IV.Fine Mechanics and.
optics
V.Total of I and II
VI.Total of I - IV
industry
57900)
neglig,?
neglig.?
39761 a)
29234a)
284379
353374
88268
m)
73000P
86W
6590* 0
631409z)
aggs)
63741
393608
520758
O80O (61100)
1500) 34100 39700
nj0o)r)27000)) 37
22,00c)y)
19330 317000
259700
.g)
16650
3730 0g) 160000) 1600001)
111218  108760 h) 110125
174000 (150000)X
54000)
65000 35000
35000*) 5200&) 550009)
921-40w
2 8 5 0 0 0 d) d)W125 609000
564125bb) 729000bb)
I I
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(a) Statistisches iandbuch fur Deutschland, 1949, pp. 270, 271. The Alterialien,
Bilans der Arbeitskrfte, p.32 gives for an alternative classification
for" 1M'lachine, boiler and steel construction" an employment of 169700
for 1936p Employment in iron and steel construction in 1936 was
16 112. On the other hand the figure for machine construction given by
the Handbook includes some electrica machinery which is probably in-
cluded in the category " Electro technique" by the " Bilens .... ".
The " Bilans .... " figure excludes employment in the aircraft industry(b) Statistisches Handbuch, p. 258 f.
(c). Bilans der Arbeitskrbfte, T. 6, p.32. Refers only to "kMachiner boiler- and
steel construction", The corresponding figure for 1936 is given as
169700.
(d) Pilans der Arbeitskrffte, p. 36 T.10. Refers to"dependent employed in
Machine,- Boiler- and Apparatus Construction". Refers to 10.XI. 1949(e) As note (d). Comparable classification. Refers to 10.May 1950.
Figures are preliminary
t) Found as sum of figures given for light, heavy and nationalized industries.
Excludes artisan shops which befoi 1951 are almost certainly inolussa,
g) Based on Mitteilungen des Institus fMr Raumforschung, No. 5, n.d. (Probably
1950 or 1951) pp I-Iv. This figure refers to SAO plants only. Division
into light and heavy engineering performed by myself. Employimnt figpres
are approxinate. Employment of one firm not known. One firm, .mplqiug
4.500 persons ( Rheinmetall - Borsig in Somierda ) produces mainly
typewriters etc. which are now clasaified as fine mechanics.
h) Refers to actual total employment in nationalized plants under juris-
diction of"Hauptverwaltung Machine Construction. Materialisn, Allgemine
und Sspeielle Maschinsnbau" p. 19 does not include heavy machinery,
vehicles, electrotechaic, ship building or fine mechanics.
i) Assumed the same as 19523) Actual employment during first half of 19539 Planned employment for
second half 1953 : 112 380. Planned employment for first half 1953 1
111 230 ( Source as (h) ).
k) Materialien , schwermaschinenbau, p.32 s 130 000 SAG plus 30 000
nationalized German plants.
1) Figure supplied by Archiv Friesdorf (in file). Refers to March 1954
a) Source : " Strukturwandel der Fahrseugindustrie in der SBZ ",p. 21
Ost-Europa Institut, Berlin 1954 ( on microfilm # 2, in file ).Includes
cars, bodies and parts, motor cycles, bicycles, and baby carriages.
The 1953 figure has no separate figure for motor oycles. Employment in the
production of motor cycles may be included with that of cars. Employment
in 1953 in bicycles ( 4500) and baby carriages ( 2000) was about 9%5
of total employment in this group, and smaller than 1939 ( 5800 and 4050 ).
In 1944, comparable employment in all vehicles except rails(and shipping)
was 129 000.
n) Materialisn, Schiffbau...., p. 23. Refers to 1945
o) Irtitut fffr Raumforschung, Mitteilungen # 25, 1954, p. 40. Refers to end
of 1950
p) Ibid,.refers to end of 1952
q) Refers to end of year, Sourcfs as (a) and n)
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r) End of 1948
a) End of 1949
t) Calculated and partly estimated from Institut fffr Raumforschung, Mittei.
lungen 25, 1954. pp 23 - 26. The source gives locomotive factorise, railroad
car factories and railroad repair shop employment with 62 100 employees. One
with 1200 workers has been counted among machine production. The sourve
lists 12 further factories with no indication of their employment, Figures
reduced to about 35 000, if repair shops are excluded and included
with railroad employees
u) Handbuch, p. 259, classification 0809 " Construction of railroad, tro3y
and industrial railroad cars ". Locomotives possibly included with iron and
steel construction ? or heavy machinery ?
7) In 1939, an additional 110 748 were employed in aircraft and part con-
struction ( classification 0811). Forbidden by Potadam, there may again
be some employment in these lines,
w) Sum of employees of plants under jurisdiction of Ministry of Industry (66 790)( B3onner Bericht, " Die Ausbeutung der menschlichen Arbeitskraft ",
p. 87), and of employees of SAG plants ( 32 850) (Materialien Q.....,
Die elektrotechnische Industrie, App. 14 For 1944 the DIW Kompendium
(VII.a.1) gives 120 400. The EWW, dirtschaftsprobleme ...... gives for
1947 a figure of 88 159, twice the figure of the Bonner Bericht. There
must be a hidden classification somewhere. ( p. 44). Figure excludes
7500 apprentices.
x) Assuming that railway shops are to be excluded from vehicle construction
and allowing for some increase in employment
y) DIW. Wirtschaftprobleme gives 45 219 ( p.44) double the number given by
the (later) Materialien
s) Handbuch, p. 859, classification 0903 and 0904
as) Handbuch, p. 259, classification 1002 and 1003
bb) Assumes arbitrarily 120 000 employed in Electro Industry and Fine
Mechanics and Optics, This seems reasonable, since 92 000 persons were
so e mloyed in Electro Industry in 1951, and 22 000 in Fine Mechanics
in 19 7, when employment was low.
cc) Institut ftfr Raumforschung, Mitteilungen # 25, 1954, p. 34. Includes
177 persons so employed in East Berlin
dd) SoPaDe, Denkschrift # 48, Appendix 8. Refers to 1 Machine Construction
Electrotechnique, Fine Mechanics
1) According to Materialien, Eisenschaffende Industrie, p. 11 and 9 Steel
form and grey casting belong in the Soviet Zone to machine construction.
All castings " Giesserei Industrie " employed in 1936 in the Zone 39 819
persons.
2) Classification 0504
3) Classifications 0803-0806 inclusive ( kandbuch, p. 259
4) Classification 0807
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also the 1939 figure with respect to the kind of machines which are being
built. It is characteristic that the division into light and heavy machinery,
which was introduced only after 1950 shows about three fifth of the employment
in heavy machinery. " Light machinery" does not, however, necessarily mean
machinery for consumers' goods. For 1952 it is possible to give data for
the five subgroups of nationalised industry, into which the less important
naiionalised factories were grouped ( The more important factories were in
1951 taken out of the VVB (Vereinigung Volkseigener Betriebe - Association
of Nationalised plants ) and put directly under the control of the Ministry
for Machine Construction After April 1, 1953 , the VYB has been dissolved
and the number of the " Direct" plants was substantially increased). 9 )
In addition, a substantial part of machinery production was expanded
as reparation or otherwise. Thus the tendency which had alreatr been virtually
consummated during the was was at least maintained and probably expanded, i.e
a shift from the production of machinery directly or soon useful to consumers
to machinery for industrial ( or war) purposes. 1 0 )
8) Table V. 4 (a)
Average Employment, 1952, in the Five Major Sections of Light Machine Buildin
" Nogema" (Machines for food,freezing and chemical industry ) 14 800
PLBH" (Machines for Agriculture,Building and W1oodworking industry) 13 500
"Textura" (Textile and Clothing industry machines) 14J 000
Polygraph" (Polygraphic machinery) 7 500
Sanar" (Sanitary objects and Armatures) 9 000
() S o terialien, Der allgemeine und spesielle Maschinenbau, p. 23
9) Materialien, Der allgemeine und spesielle Maschinenbau, p. 6,7 and 24
footnote 1
10) For the war shift I have no employment figures to verify this statement,
but it is possible to give figures for the value of sales of various goods
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The employment figures in the category" Vehicle Construction"
show a most remarkable increase from around 60 000 persons in 1936 to
between 150 000 and 175 000 in 1953. Again some care has to ue taken in
the interpretation of the figures.
The most remarkable increase is in Ship Building which increased
from an estimated 6 590 in 1939 to 55 000 by 1953. This increase seems to
be real, the figures are based on known ( or appromimtely known) employment
figures in individual ship yards0 Moreover, there is a change in the kind of
ships being built, since the Zone had before the war virtually no ship
10)produced in the Zone 1938 and 194 :
Table V. 5 (a)
Value of Sales, 1938 and 1944 of 16oviet Zone Industr, Selected Products
in Million RM.
1938 1944
Machine Tools 234.5 254.0
Agriculture machinery 66.5 49.3
Pressed air 47.6 75.1Gears, etc 51.1 134.
construction machinery 2) 67.4 67.4
Textile machinery 143.6 55.2
Office machinery 121.2 18.4
Food maohiner 51.3 16.3
Locomotives 3) 1.0 7643
Sewing machinos 47.5 90
Fire Fighting equipment 7.6 28.0
(a) ilandbuch fur Detschland, p. 296/7
1) The Zone we the most important producer of Germwr
2) Production in other zones fell substantially
3) Become next to American zone the most important producer
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b, 1iding fe cilities for larger sea going vessels. Since many if not mos
of the ships are destined for export, this rise of a virtually new industry
must be explained not merely by the desire for self sufficiency, but also
by the needs of the Soviet Union.
It is more difficult to interpret the employment figures for " Motor
Vehicles". The 57 900 employees given for 1936 by the Oat Europa Institut,
produced not only cars and motor cycles, but also bicycles and baby carriages.
As the figures given in Table V. 5 indicate, locomotive production in the
Zone was virtually non-existent before the war( though it mst have been
quite large at the end of the war to produce 74 million RM worth of Locomotives.
Even if we add a reasonable number of persons employed in ship yards this
still would barely increase the figure for 1936 much above 60 000.
By 1953, we can account for 35 000 persons alone producing railroad cars
and locomotives , ( to say nothing of an additional 30 000 employed in
* Railroad repair shops which should probably counted as employed in railroading)
and for a bout 54 000 in the production of various other vehicles. While the
last figure undoubtedly presents a large increase compared to the beginning
of the Five Year Plam ( and can be accounted for by such facts as the
inreased demands for tractors )the total figure is nevertheless only
about as high as that of 1936, and certainly lower than 1939. The increased
production of tractors is undoubtedly offset by a much smaller production
of passenger cars.
U) See Institut ff'r Raumforschung, Mitteilungen # 25, Part III
Ihe first 10 000 t, freighter was launched" recently". New York Times,
Feb. 5, 1956, reporting on the Fulfilment Report of the Fiver Year Plan
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To summarize this section : there took undoubtedly placs a substantial
expansion in ship building, both compared to 1939 and to i944 The produo-
tion of locomotives and railroad rolling stock also probably 1),increased
relative to 1936, but it is not clear that it increased relative to the
high point of the war. oThe contrary is more lilely.1 3 ) Th production af
other vehicles -- motor cars, tenders, tractors, bicycles, motorcycles --
employed probably not many more people than it did in 1936, if it employed
more at all. All three categories expanded however substantially since
before the war.
It is completely impossible to assemble enough figurea to discuss the
development in employment in the Electro Industry and in Fine Mechanics and
Optics. It is known that after heavy dismantling both have been expanded. But
no prewar or 1947 comparison seems possible at this moment, except for the single
figure referring to the electro industry in 1951. It is inherently 11mly
that the electro industry has expanded. But to what an extent such an expansion
is already implied in the increase of the figure for machine building, it
is difficult to say. Some such reclassification has certainly occurred.
Machine Construction and Vehicles together have about 50% more em-
ployment in 1954 compared to 1939. If it is assumed that the Electro Industry
and Fia ilechanics and Optics employed together in ,954 once more as many as in
1939, all four categories account for about 729 000 persons, or about one
fourth of total industrial employment. The last named industrial categories
may, of course, have expanded more, but no figures of any kind have been found
12) Probably. Unfortunately I have no figures for 1936 or 194 employment in the
production of rolling stock
13) Pismantling was -extremely heavy.
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4. netallurg and Iron and Steel Production
The problem of proper classification appears even more vexing when it
comes to metallurgy and iron and steel production. The Statistisches Sanibuch
( 1949) distinguishes " eisenschaffende Industry" ( i.e. iron and steel),
non-ferrous metals industry, castings, and iron and steel products0 In
addition there is a category " Steel and Iron Construction " which is probably
later included in " Machinery", and which has been already counted in Table
V. 3o The same is true of iron and steel castings, but not of other metals
castings, while ferro-alloys have beenl counted among chemicals0 The Materialien
" Bilans der Arbeitskrfte", speaks in one table of" Metallurgy", in
another table of " iron, steel and metal. production". From the general order
of magnitude it appears that these two categories must be roughly equivalent.
As Table V. 6 shows, thalast figure for employment I have been able
to find, refers to May 1950, and it is characterized as preliminary. It an be
presumed that at least the 1947 and 1936-figures given by the"Materialien" are
comparable, probably also the later figures, It seems likely that the difference
between the two estimates for 1936 is at least in part due tot he fact that the
estimate of the Materialien includes steel and iron construction and at
least part of castings, both of which have been included in the machine
classification in accordance with later usage. Whether this is also true for the
1950 estimate for " iron, steel and metal production" is less clear. In
any case it seem very hazardous to generalize from so sketchy data.
5 Other Industries
The Textile industry employed in 1936 342 458 persons in the Soviet Zone.
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Table v. 6
"Iron- steel and metals" 1 4etallrg ? and Iran and steel products
1936 a) 1936 b) 1947 b) 1949 d) 19506) 1952
Eisenschaffend"
INon-ferrous Metals"
ron and Steel Product
sAtal oods 2)
12839
18899
91240
61575
73300
138300
211600
4600 1) 58500 75300 48000 f)
68200
108800
Statistisches Handbuch fMr Deutschland, 1949, po 270
Materialien, Bilans der Arbeitskrftes p. 32, " Metallurgie"
Ibid, p. 36, Refers to 10.I.49 " Iron, steelmetals production"
Ibid, p. 36, Refers to 10. Vo5O " Iron, steelmetals production"
SoPaDe , Denkschrift i 48, Appendix 8. Fiure refers to " Metallurgle"
Plan for 195$ is given by same source as 67 000. This is evidently only
a subgroup of the classification to which other figures in the same column
refer.
Wirtschaftsprobleme der Besatsungssonen gives a smaller figure 1 34 540 (p.44)
Exclusive of toys, jewelry and musical instruments
*
a)
b)
d)
6)
f)
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This figure does not include the clothing industry, whica employed another
50 549 persons. The 1936 level of employment in the textile industry
alone has also been passed by 1950, but once more no later figures arn
available ( See Table V.7 )
The same is true for all other industry branches. Furthermore, on
suspects considerable reclassification after 1947, for example, in the
category "Woodworking", the German term for which is "Hols- und Schnits-
stoffgewerbe", i.e. wood products and products which can be worked by cutting
( like pressed wood, masonite, etc.). It seems very likely that this category
includes paper products and perhaps even printing It seems almost certain,
that the 1936 classification" woodworking", " paper, cardboard, fibers,
and wood materials ", and" sawmills" are lumped together as " kols- und
Schnitsstoff" in 1950, And about one third of the 1936 category" Printing etc."
probably is also located. For, of the 84 300 employed in this industry, only
49 744 were employed in printing and chemigraphic industries proper, and
another 4 781 in bookbinding. The remaining 29 779 were employed in the
iprovement of paper ( 3 962), Paper products ( 10 193), cardboard using
industries ( 15 332 ) and wallpaper manufacturing ( 292). Thi means that the
figure of 214 800 employed in "woodworking industries "in 1950 probabl
ought to be compared with 153 642, and possibly even with 203 386employed In
comparable pursuits.
For a small number of industries, no separate figures at all have been
found for the postwar years." Destilleries"are most likely included with the
chemicals", jewelry and toys probably with woodworking, possibly with
metal goods (where they were included in 1936)
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Table V. 7
Employment in all other Industries for which Data are AVailable
1936 ) 194 b) 1947 C) 1947 d) 1947 1949 19 0f)
%1) Textiles
Woodvorkling
-saw l 4111
i Paper etc.
5) Printing etc.
~6) 0eramicw,O1ase
342158 238300 289800 375917
67603
25531
32729
84304
328600 228480
30200
55700
66769 60600
26200
89600
64566
7) Food industry 136642
8) Oils,Fat,Foodstuffs 5320
12) (s3.,JWater, Ele ctri-
city
40996
5131)
37024 i)
13) Stones and Earths 99859
t) Jewelry
15) Toris
16) Spirits.
1113))
12579)
)
5695)
92100 141200 238091 35=0 ) 109368 )
89200 186100
60000h ) 6360026000
50100 1401400
No figures available
Statistisches kandbuch fUr Deutschland
DIWKopendium, Table VII. a.1
iaterialien , Bilans der Arbeitskrffte, p.32
DIW, 'irts chaf tsprobleme der Besatzungs sonen
Materialien, Bilans der Arbeitskr~ffte, p. 36
Ibid
Statistisches Handbuoh, 1954 ed. p. 5)40
GrUnig, VW 1948. 1, p. 18
Producing and distributing plants, exclusive of Water Works
"Energie irtschaft"
342100*)
219400 *)
46847 g)
351200
214800
66500
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
J)
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6, Changes in the Structure of Industrial EMloyent
I hat is the upshot of this discussion, Table V. 8 compares the
1936 and 1939 employments by industry groups with the latest postwar figure.
In 1936, the sonal employment ( exclusive of East Berlin, for which no
figures can be given ) was just over 1.7 Million. This nefers to industry
proper without artisans, who should really be included for purposes of
comparison with the postwar data0 For 1939" productive" employment ( as that
term is now used) was almost 2.5 million in the Zone. If an allowance is
made for East Berlin of about 200 000 - this will be justified below - we get
1.9 and 2.65 million respectively. Now, if we add whatever latest figure we get
for zonal employment ( also exclusive of East Berlin) for the postwar years --
a ptocedure which will be justified by what follows -- we get between
2.66 and 2,86 million employed, depending on whatever the figures for
chemicals are supposed to be, and whether paper etc. is assumed to be included
among the woodworking figure for 1950 or not.
Now there is something quite striking about this sum. First only a single
figure is supposed to refer to 1955, and that is an estimate. becendly,
only 5 figures refer to 1953, only one to 1954, five figures refer to
1950 one of which is a guess) aid the rest refer to 1947 I Now the strinking
thing is that the industrial employment in 1950 was according to East German
sources to have been only 2.32 million, and it was in 1954 between 2.69 and
2.76 million. In fact total industrial employment in 1955 was not to be
greater than about 2.8 million l. If we take the higher figure for employment
in chemicals ( which refers to 1953), and if we do not deduct the 1947
figures for paper etc. we account with this hodge podge of employment figures
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Table V. 8
Explopent bY Industrial Classification . SBZ o
1936, 1939 and latest date available
1936 8) 1939 b) latest a) which latest
figure refers
4ingns
14heateen i
lhemicals, alternate
figure
tschine Construction
Ipbuilding
Iron and Steel
Textiles
lytios,Fine Mechanics
Promss ing
bn508oaeqanthe
W3itroad :equipment
Pood
i1.otwotechnal
-therloting
93097
117791
2264792)
317j3)
34245B
29234
93134
99859
39704
...
136642
39761
96676)
Paper Procesag.Printing 841301
aperproducts 32729
taasceramica 66769
Cron and Steel industr.
*tal working 152815
Oter, 09,Eleotr. 370214
88379
124885)
305340
6923
5Wj684)
454639
65231
228124
103798
70835
8618
157563
6314095)
2644114
81782
1890888)
35212
335=00
250000
460000
55m00
75300
35320
25000
2114800
146500
83600
35000
150000
97550
186100
89600,
26200
64566
68200
66500
end of 1953
1955
37000013) 2nd Qu.1953
March 1954
1953
1950
31950
1950
1950
1950
19.0
1953
1947
1951
1947
1947
1947
1947
estiate
unlike3ly
content of 0ass
doubtful
gusa
exclusive of rail-
road repair shops
7)
7)
1947
1950
stal of above 1720217 2447481 2777916 289791612)
7dUmper Production etc 11n5800M0 oted total 17209L7 2447481 M52- 286211612)
blowan for East
nU
Industry Comment
Industq 2936a) 1939 b) latesta) which latest Conmnt
igu refers
Total 392021? 2647481
Industries for which there are no postwar figures
Oils and fats
Toys 1
Spirits
Total 24707
Grand Total 19492
oures (a) Taken from Tables V.1 - V.7
b See Tables IV.4 and IV.5 and individual footnotes, as well as
Tables V.1 V .?
1) Includi ng other branches.*
2j Including all castings and iron and steel construction
3 " Eisenschaffende Industrie and Non-ferrous metals except alloys
4) Group 0800t 0600 ( Table IV.A ) less adnitrative lf oyment (Table IV. )
less subgroups 0812 and 0813 ( Table IV. 5) less 110 74 persons employed
in aircraft and parts in 1939 (subgroup 0811) less subgroup 0808
(shipbuilding) and 0809 (railroad and related equipment
5) See text on modifications of definition
6) Including furs
7) Probably included in oodprocessing in 2950
8) Excluding subgroups 0706-0708 ( loohemith, forges, installation of water etc.)
9) See text for explanation and Justification
10)Possibly later included with food
l1)Possibly later included with metal products
2) IWith the higher alternative figure for eaployment in chemicals
13) The " Bericht Uber die Erftfllung des Volkairtsohaftsplans 1951 in der
Textilindustrie Uebersicht No. 8" gives employment in textiles for the
first three quarters as follows I.$L : 222 000; 11.51 # 228 000 S
III.51 :231 000 (Actually women labor and their percentage in total
employments is given ). This is about 320 000 less than the figure used in
the Table. It is possible that the difference involves a reclassification
of synthetio textiles to chemicals. In any case this might explain the
alternative extinate for chemicals, which happens to be 120 000 eater
than the one chosen (
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for more than all 1955 industrial employment officially claimed I
Secondly, the figures of 1953 and 1954 show substantial increaseas in
employment not only compared to 1936 but also compared to 1947 ( or same
other postwar but pre-1950 date)4). In most cases the comparison of 1947 with
1936 shows an increase, though there are also some significant decreases, as
for example in the category " iron and steel industry, metal working" or
" glass and ceramics". But the oveell increase compared to the more meaning-
ful 1939 figure is comparatively small.
However, there are very large and probably significant increases
i.e. not increases due merely to reclassifications -- in mining, chemicals,
machine construction, ship building, iron and steel, vehicles and railway
equipment. But even these increases must hide some reclassification since
they are offset by improbable decreases, such as in iron and steel and
metal working.
These facts suggest that one or both things must have taken place.
First, the expansion in employment of most industries for which the last data
are the early 1947 must have come to a halt. To the extent, to which these are
consumers' goods industries, such as leather and clothing, or textiles this
is believable on two counts : (a) it is known that in East Germany as elsewhere,
emphasis in the plans is diverted towards expansion of heavy industries and
producers goods in general ; the " New Course" of 1953 was, as elsewhere,
only a partial redirection, not a complete reversal. (b) These industries
used to export great amounts not only to West Germany, exports which are
certaing sha ly curtailed because refugee indus tries have been built up15) The signircanoe or making te year 15some sort or caesura lies inthe
faet that with 1951 the first Five Year Plan qtarted.
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in the Federal Republic, but also to other countries which now have their
own textile industries furthermore, deliveries to the ReiArmy stopped after
a while.
In other words, this kind of redeployment of the labor force which
the figures clearly imply reflects both the general emphasis on investment goods
and relative starving of consumers' goods, and the fact of partition with
the subsequent attempt to dra the conclusions as to the realignment of
industry,
This cannot, however, be the whole story. Secondly, it is suggested
that some dearth of later material is due to a reclassification of indutries.
It is not believable, for example, that employment in general metal working
should not have increased since 1947, when the low level could be explained
by shortages of materials and by dismantling. It suggests that ao of the
phenomenal increases of employment, for example, in me chinu construction -
particularly the light machine branch is due to a reclassification, in
addition to the known facts which have been allowed for, such as that certain
castings are now included with machinery production. Those reclassifications
I could definitely establish thus far have been discussed in the preceding
pages. It is almost certain that expansions of synthetic yarns - which in
1936 definitely were listed as part of the textile industry - are now included
among chemicals.
If this is true, it modifies somewhat the statement that it is mainly
investment goods which were favored, though it is not likely that the necessary
modifications are great. It would suggest that some of the realignment
of the lab or force is more apparent than real. This is somewhat borne out
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by the(East German) statement found that" accumulation" in the Soviet Zone
is only 11-12% of national income coupared to 25% in the USSR. 1 6 ) it, that
consumption both individual and sollective, is unusually high for an
" ideal " comanist country0
Finally, the comparison in at least one instance suffers from the
fact that the 1936 figures exclude Berlin The 1947 figures probably also
exclude East Berlin, but the 1953 figures almost certainly include it.
The electrical industry was before the war concentrated in Berlin,
elily in its Eastern part.Berlin employed in this category 146 649 persons,
2.1/2 times the sonal employment, and slightly Imore than all four soweslt)
together ( 143 263). Thber etaed not eon Mom 4
MOM* of; ths Siezi1r8 -ID16O1 antd 8&iorA"-ChUCert fins. but alo pal o
OWscam ( 34&h+ hnt1) AM, etcp1n1&wvIn the case of the electrotechnical
industry it seems unlikely that the 1947 figure was the maximum reached, and
it must be presumed that sims employment previously classified there now is
distributed among light machinery, fine mechanics etc,
The Berlin picture is likely to disturb the picture of other industries
only slightly. Altogether, Berlin employed 510 596 persons in 1936 in
various industries, much in the Eastern sector. If one takes, arbitrarily,
twV third of the employment in electrotechnique to have been in East
Berlin, and one third of all other industries, one arrives at an estimate of
16) Frans Krahl, Zur Theorie des Systems der volkswirtschaftlichen Bilanseu
irtschaftswissenschaft, 1954 No. 14 p.450. ( This is a review article of
dans lessel, Die .ilanzierung in der Planung der Volkswissenschaft der
DDR, Berlin 1953.
17) Slightly less than the rest of Germany within the 1937 borders: 147 552
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industrial employment proper in East berlin in 1936 of about O0 000.
It will be recalled that the population picture indicated a favoring
of East Berlin at the expense of the Zone. To that extent, too, the
increases of 1953 and later compared to 1936 ( ot, 1947 ) have to be modified
but except for the electrotechnical indistry I can at this time make an
allowance only globally.
I'm
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industrial employment proper in East Berlin in 1936 of about 220 000.
It will be recalled that the population picture indicated a favoring
of Est Berlin at the expense of the Zone. To that extent, too, the
increases of 1953 and later compared to 1936 ( ot 1947 ) have to be imdifid,
but except for the electrotechnical industry I can at this time make an
allowance only globally.
tr
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pendix to Section IV
ho is not in the Productive " Labor Force ?
Some notion of the usae of what should or should not be counted
among " productive" labor can possibly be gleaned from an Least German
publication dealing with the post-war crisis in the USA : "Zur Entwicklurig
der Krise in den ISA I', (No author mentioned, Lut Jtfrgen Kuczinski
was then still Director of the Deutsches 'Jirtschaftsinstitut, which published
this drcurent as its Bericht 11A2, Vol VI, June 1955 )
In making an adjustment of the American national income for 1953 to
make it comparable with eastern usage, the following. deductions were made
on the Production side : From the category " Finance, Insurance and Real
Estate " National Income Eupplement, 1954 ed. p. 177, line 44) nr. Kucsinski
deducted consuimption expenditures, p. 207, lines 52 - 57 except strangely
enough line 56 (legal business) and 58 (other) and he deducted line 66
car insurance). I am not going to discuss the meaning of this procedure but
I am only trying to discover what is considered " unproductive". Also deducted
from this category are rents. Line 61, " commnications and Public Utilities"
is included as a whole, i.e. no attempt is made to exclude personal travel by
rail or personal telephone calls. Of all services only " miscellaneous repair
services and ha)d trades" are permitted. Finally of the total category
" Government and Government Enterprises" only the latter both Federal ,and
State and local ) are permissible.
(in the use side of National Income, the following deductions are made,:
Personal Consumption Expeditures are taken from Nat. Inc.Suppl. Table 3. Then
the following personal consumption expenditures are deducted ( all numbers
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refer to Table 30, p. 206/?)
Category and line
I
II
1 - 6
7 - 17
line
Food and Tobacco
Cloting, Accessories and
Jewelry
III 18 .. 20 Personal care
IV 21 - 25 Housing
V 26 - 41 Household operations
VI 42 - 50 Medical care and Death
expenses
Vn7 51 58 Personal Business
VIII 59 - 75 Transportation
IX 76 - 91 Recreation
X 92 - 95 Private education and
Research
XV 97 - 101 Foreign travel and
Remittance
5% of. the deducted service items
implied expenditures on goods, such as
Deduction
nothing
15 Laundering
17 Other (watch repairs, Jewelry
repair, cloting services,
seamstresses )
20 Barbershops, Beauty parlors, Bath;
50%. The rest is supposed to be
expenditure on physical goods
40 Doestic service
1i Other ( i.e. aintainanoe for
household equipment, moving,postag
fire and theft insurance eto.)
45 Physicians
46 Dentists
47 Other professional services ( all
medical )
48 Private hospitals and Sanatoria
49 Medical care and Hospitalisation
insurance
50 Funeral and Burial expenses
No deduction. Probably because it
has been deducted from the
65
66
84
88-91
Production side?
Bridge etc. tolls
Automobileinwemepwemta
Movie, Theatre admission etc.
Clubs, Pariatual betting etc.
92-95 all deducted
Nothing apparently deducted.?
is re-added in order to allow for
soap with laundries,
Domestic not investment and nt foreign investment are kept as found in
the Bational Income Supplement. The " Material consumption of the Government" is
found by deducting from government purchases of goods and services, the amount
of income originating in general goverment found Table 12, line 36, p. 175 1
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I repeat : no critical examination of some funy things is here
intended but merely an attempt to find out what is or is not considered" productiveS
labor.
The detailed calculations are specified in the East German publication on
p.34. Appendic, Table II, footnotes.
Postcript
Since the manuscript was dittoed, the following additional fi, urcs were
brought to my attention through the courtesy of the ( est) German Trade t nio
On May 7, 1955, die I Tribline" published a speech of Ulbricht giving the
following figures for 1955
Total T1age Bill DM 24 426.6 Million
Wage Bill in the Industrial Sector DM 11 459.8 Million
Average earnings in the Economy as a whole DM 3 944
Average earnings in the Industrial Sector Dm 4 260
These figures seem to imply an industrial employment of 2.69 million
persons, and a total employment in the economy as a whole of 6.193 million. The
figure for industrial employment in 1954, given above Table IV,1 was also 2.69
million, Since its source is West Germany, it may be assumed that it wes
calculated the same way. The same source gives also 6.1 million as total
employment exclusive of selfemployed or employers0 On the other hand, calculating
back from 1955, total employment, inclusive of selfemployed and employers
would amount to 7.03 million.
There are several *ays of interpreting the average earnings of 3 944 DM
in the economy as a whole, and the implied employment of 6.1 - 6.2 million persons*
The Oerman Trade Unions believe that there was a decline in total employment
compared to 1950 1). This seems extremely unlikely. A second way of interpreting
the figure of 6.1 6.2 million is to follow the suggestion of the MW which
believes that it does not include selfemployed. In this case the decline in the
number since 1950 can be roughly brought into relation to the increase in
agriculture employmnt ( including selfemployed) which increased around 300 000
1) On the basis of ware bill and average earning figure the German Trade Unions
calculate a total employment of 6.337 million for 1950, with an industrial employ-
ment of 2.346 million. Material in file
persons. This is the most probable interpretation since the wage. bill, i.e.
the " Lohnfonds" is allocated only for the payment of wage labor and salaried.
A third possibility is that the averaging process is different from the
one assumed in the calculations. If the average in the econoay as a whole is a
simple average of the averages on each sector, one could for examle get the
following set of figures which could give the same result. If it in assumed,
merely for example's al that e ach of the sectors " agriculture", " construction".
" services" and " Transport" have the same average earnings X and the same
weight we would solve the equation
4 250+ 4x a 3 944 , which gives for X In 3 867.5O a the average wage in
the rest of the econoqy. If more were known about Wage Bill and average wages
for other sectors, other -iihting systems could be found which are consistent
with the known figures. The statistical methods employed elsewnere in Seat
Germany certainly do not preclude this kind of procedure.
A comparison of the 1955 firures with earlier figures suggest that
actual employment in 1955 may be lower than the figure given in Table IV.lo
The 1955 figures given there are plan figures,. though they were originally
revised when the estimate for 1955 employment was reduced from 7.6 to 7.1
million. Since total employment in 1955 was only 71 000 greater than in 1954#
while the planned figure for industrial employment in 1955 was 180 000 greater
than in 1954, this would imply that other sectors lost workers. This is, of course,
not impossible 1 but it is more likely that either industrial employment
increased by less than 130 ooo, or that total employment was larger than 7.1
million. It may be possible to check on this at a later date when the results
for 1955 are published.
